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Foreword 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This is the second major volume of Geoffrey Bingham’s poetry; the first, 
published by Troubadour Press in 1992, was The Spirit of All Things. The 
Introduction to that book could be apt for this present publication, seeing it 
is simply a continuation of the same themes and impressions. Entitled ‘The 
Reading of Poetry’, that Introduction is really an essay on the nature of 
poetry, and an invitation to take poetry seriously as the highest literary form, 
and the most powerful. 
 Many folk believe they have an innate aversion to poetry but continue to 
be enthusiastic about songs of all kinds, and songs and hymns are, of course, 
poetry. That is why reading poetry aloud, or having it read to one, is most 
important. The human voice has rich powers of evocation, and strikes the 
deepest chords of the human spirit, so that, all unwittingly to the hearer, there 
is such an affect that suddenly emotion is released with-in. On two occasions I 
have had the delightful experience of seeing and hearing Andrew 
Lansdown—winner of the John Bray Poetry Award—read his verse to two 
diverse audiences. The first was at a Writers’ Week in Adelaide during the 
Festival of Arts, and this was a highly sophisticated literary group. During the 
reading, it seemed that the sophistication melted, giving way to a kind of 
emotional wonder and joy. The second was an audience of clergy, all of 
whom wondered why they should have a poet read to them in a Ministers’ 
Conference: it seemed so unpractical! They soon discovered that deep down 
they had an immense love of poetry and responded in virtually the same way 
as had the previous literary gathering. 
 It does not take much perception to see that the use of the human voice in 
reading, ably takes the place of the music which accompanies lyrics, be they 
ballads, sonnets, hymns or love songs. Poetry demands an entrance into the 
poet’s mind, a participation in the creative material which has come from 
him, often unbidden, but then properly pored over, corrected and polished. 
 As to the quality and value of my scribbling, I have no estimate whatever, 
but perhaps a speck or two of gold may be found amongst the straw. I trust 
so. 
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Identification 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

In the dark reaches of Golgotha’s anguish, 
His cold and nerveless hands— 
Heavy with the pain of entire human sin, 
And all cosmic evil (embracing all time)— 
Reached out in a purposeful groping, 
An attempted desire to reach, 
Reach me, the lonesome, loathsome object 
Of his insistent love. 
 
In that moment I knew—in the moment of pain 
And the high, wild cry—I knew he had embraced me, 
Become me wholly as I was in my dream, 
In my ineluctable anger and hate, 
With all the dark deceits of my heart. 
 
Me he became, and he anguished 
As the intolerable pollution spread 
Across the pure reaches of his holy self, 
Drawing there out of me 
The evil that was mine alone. 
 
In the soft silence of his tomb I lay, 
One with him in the unconquerable peace, 
And with him I rose 
When the world dawned new, 
And I was the new man. 
 

To the Pure All Things Are Pure 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Were heart and mind but innocent, 
How would we see what is 
And know that what is not, 
Is not? How would we know 
What purity alone can know? 
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Were guilt non est in human heart, 
And cowering fear a phantom wraith 
Banned to the outer shades 
Of non-existence; then were the clear 
Eyes of the heart and conscience pure 
Monitor and radar, both, of joy. 
 
Is purity a mindless thing, 
A basic obscurantist, refusing 
The reality of evil? Scarcely so, 
Since purity alone can truly know 
The fact of sludge, the unreality 
Of the pureless, the seeming verity 
Of the pure defiled. 
 
All is illusion until innocence 
Reclaim lost chastity, and this 
No human power can do. 
Takes it a Cross—defilement’s deluge 
Poured on the pure conscience of the Holy One 
Where filth is seared and sludge destroyed— 
To liberate new chastity. 
 
Call it you may, ‘the holiness’, 
‘Purposeful purge’, ‘the justifying grace’ 
That grips the recoil of the mind 
And blasts the dark to death, 
Effecting the blazing of the day, 
A whole new program of the mind and heart 
As pristine innocence afresh 
Lights up its conscience-home with joy, 
And snuggles up to God. 

 
 

 You Did It unto Me 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Theirs was a candid stare, 
Clean, guileless, not without puzzlement. 
‘Lord!’, they asked, ‘when saw we You? 
When naked and unclothed were You? 
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When clothed we You, or saw 
You hungry and supplied You food? 
When saw we You in prison, 
Visiting and comforting You?’. 
 
‘These others’, he answered, gesturing, 
‘They were the ones who were needy. 
They took the gospel, spoke the glad Word, 
They liberated in their prisons 
The captives, gave the food of life 
To the eternally hungry. Naked as Adam 
The others cried for clothing. 
They gave the robe of righteousness, 
Set banquets of grace and love 
Whilst were themselves without water, 
Crusts or covering, made captive 
In prisons of men’s anger’. 
 
Still guileless they stared— 
These eyes of gentle candour— 
And so they asked afresh, 
Deep in their puzzlement, 
‘When saw we You? Them we saw 
As one with them. The little food, sparse water, 
The sympathy and love, the spare support, 
Were but the natural order of the day. 
We scarcely thought concerning it. 
When saw we You, and where?’. 
 
Clear were his eyes, and shining they, 
And love flowed deep afresh, 
Bathing their candour and the missing guile, 
The smile that hovered gently on his lips. 
‘Love is not conscious of itself: 
Wholly unconscious gives itself. 
Joyously unaware it spills 
Where dry grounds cry their needs. 
So cried my brethren in their wants. 
Their plaint was mine, for I in them— 
As they in me—was hungry, naked, a captive, lone 
Until your love embraced me.’ 
 
Love is not conscious of itself. 
Guilelessly unaware it loves, 
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Yet will to Will are locked as one. 
The will to love speeds love along, 
And nought in all the universe is truth 
But love alone. 

No Mindless Immortality 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

If there were but endless flesh, 
No death to man, no sting, 
But only the unending continuity, 
Then what were life? 
 
Speculation on these things, 
Cogitation, is pointless. 
The facts are so, that death is death, 
Though death from sin be other death. 
 
Mindless immortality were hell 
Or loneliness unending were the way 
Of man within himself. True innocence recoils 
From such concepting. 
 
Truth is that death is death, 
And death from sin. Sin’s sting, 
The long and endless pain that death 
Itself can never vanquish. 
 
From death once died by Life, 
And Life by resurrection 
Old flesh dissolved: new flesh becomes 
True life—not mindless immortality. 
 
Then in the mystery of our godliness 
Is praise for death. Doxology is due 
For Cross and Tomb. No death, no sting, 
But glory’s immortality. 
 
No mindless flesh, no endless doom, 
No weary, pointless questioning, 
But deep assurance of the Living Love, 
The Father’s Face, the Regal Son, 
And Noble Spirit’s flowing. 



  

 

The Holy Word 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Had He not spoken 
(The Word, the word) 
Then I had not known 
God of the Word. 
Had He not spoken 
Creation were not, 
And I, and all things. 
 
Sometimes in the maze 
Of men’s brilliant words 
I feel alone like a crow 
On a barren desert, 
A cryless pitch 
Of sterile nothingness. 
 
I hear the word, read, 
See them in their lines, 
Am damned and doubted 
About all things. 
Despair plucks at my mind, 
Baffled I am 
By such brilliance. 
 
Still starves the heart within, 
Still wanders the aching mind, 
Where the flighting thought 
Flashes like cracked lightning 
On the dark covered reaches 
Of my puny comprehension. 
 
That is when the heart cries, 
The spirit panting 
Lifts hapless, helpless wings, 
Longing for the flight 
That befits true spirit. 
The word of man shrivels 
Like parched peas 
On massive seared granite. 
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Not so the true Word. 
It is refreshing rain 
On the arid reaches, 
Warm sun on the shivered prairies 
And bleak uplands. It breaks 
In rhythmic joy, filling 
The hungered, quenching the dry, 
Bringing rivulets of sheer refreshment. 
 
How can God speak— 
However He may speak— 
And the delight not come? True, the fear 
May well precede delight, 
But the truth liberates, 
Setting free the bound mind, 
The awkward phrase, 
And breaks the chains 
Of human hermeneutic, 
Mind’s priestcraft 
And denial of the living Logos. 

 

 In Surrender, True Possession 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Surrendering we gain 
What we dared not lose. 
In the giving we receive back 
Not the thing we had 
But what we never did possess, 
And now we have, never to be lost 
For it is always given; 
Given for always. 
 
Holding, we lose the idol. 
The glamour dies, the enchanted 
Beauty of being dissolves 
In the grey-wraith of dawn. 
The dying is to signify death 
Of all the idols: the gleam 
Dulls to sullen apprehension 
That the heart beating pleasure 



  

Is as a rotting entity. The gleam 
Of its old gold is bare brass 
Winking in the ghost-sun 
Of old, but treacherous days. 
 
Giving, we find the hands 
Warm with divinity. 
The gentle pulse quickens 
As the new, fine throb 
Awakens, as a dawning love 
Tremors with fresh light, 
The silver incandescence, 
Reality pulsating with new birth. 
Freely given, freely give: 
For giving makes the freedom 
To freely give. 
 
So was it with a Cross, a low suffering, 
A high way of love. Then the silence 
In the contemplative grave. 
After the grave the awakening, 
The burst seal of death, tomb-triumph, 
Dawn-breaking, the fluted echo 
Of the high victory. In ascension 
The acceptance is attested. 
The Given is received back by the Giver. 
 
Cross victory, Resurrection victory, 
And Ascension triumph earn the giving 
Of the giving Spirit. Poured out 
He flows into receiving wills 
So hearts flood full with love and grace. 
So brings the human round of giving 
Which brings the receiving and so the giving, 
Until the giving is learned, 
Becoming part of the nature redeemed. 
It is new sons becoming like eternal Father 
In the fellowship of the Elder Brother. 
 
Surrendering we gain 
What we dared not lose; 
But in the gaining the trifles lost 
Are gladly lost; the true gaining 
Is the giving. 
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The Sons of God Are Servants of All 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Sin is a mystery; 
It is the mystery of arrogance. 
Man arrogates to himself 
The prerogatives of God. 
Lacking the power, lacking the peace, 
Devoid of the stabilising love 
Which is the true source of power, 
The operative power itself: 
This is man in his self-serving. 
 
Love is the true mystery. 
Yet love unveils itself 
Until the mystery is not secret, 
No esoteric elements, no hidden thing, 
Discovered only through painful endeavour— 
Deep sweating from the intolerable pain. 
Love is a mystery, is a simple matter, 
Evident to the heart of honest perception, 
The guileless perception of faith-innocence. 
 
The mystery is that man rejects 
The transparent Godliness of God, 
The eager Creatorial interest, 
The primal urge of love to bring 
Being into being from nothingness, 
Beauty from the essential thought, 
The ultimate planning of eternal wisdom, 
The delight of no-being into true being, 
So sharing the mind and love-interest 
Of the Gracious Eternal. 
 
The mystery is that Man ignores 
The throbbing centre, the cordial beat 
Of Love’s being and intent—to serve. 
Man misses the delight 
Of agapitic ministry, the joy 
Of serving others. Hell’s centre— 
Its cruel core—is self-serving. 
The unswerving intention of self-preserving, 
The grim eagerness for ego-extension, 



  

The stolid ignoring of the helpless, 
The insistence on countless autonomies, 
And no merging with the human corpus: 
Only the disintegration of the social unity 
Into the series of separated selves. 
 
In the conflict, in the hideous struggle, 
The loving and the giving is neutralised. 
The autonomous self demands the service 
Of the other separated selves. 
The tyranny of slavery is born 
Where love’s labour is conscripted 
By the pitiful reward, the meting out 
Of pathetic giving, the tantalising no-giving 
Which is empty promise 
To the emotional depths. 
 
Sin is the lonely thing, 
The making lonely of the needy spirit, 
A stacking up of the treasure in display 
That is not treasure: its allurement 
Dooms the deep questing 
Of the love-hungry. Love gives, not gets, 
Though gets where gives: not gives to get, 
But simply gives and freely gives. 
Sin is the deceitful love, 
The self-fulfilment promise that falls 
To deadly vacuity—lethal disintegration. 
 
Leave, then, the loneliness, the grim desolation 
Of ego-isolation, the pathetic emulation 
Of lofty regnancy, the illusion 
Of self-accomplishment. Let fall the bastions 
Of the spirit’s fortress. Emancipate the lone— 
Pale sick in self ’s drear dungeon— 
To warm invigoration, full being by its use 
In eager serving: the eye delights to see, 
To behold the dynamic paradigm— 
God in the flesh, Sonship unique, 
And Man united to the Godhead 
By serving Flesh. The myst’ry now unveiled 
Brings vistas to the breathless heart; 
Visions of mystic goals made real 
For palpable being, the true entity 
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Sharing the incarnate Deity 
In the serving, ministering love. 
 
The true participation is in the death, 
The Cross-experience of the gentle Son, 
The transition from flesh-in-death 
To flesh-enlivened, the essential raising 
Through the death of death. 
Death is the possession of the new humanity, 
Its true crucible for depthful cleansing, 
Wholesome regeneration 
Where the self-endeavour dies 
And the new life rises, 
Eager for the serving of love. 
 
Behind the outward elements, 
Within the constitutive being 
Of the tangible creation, 
Is the serving of love. God’s joy 
Beats through the integral whole. 
True crucifixion everywhere 
Is true resurrection–eternal. 
 
This is the authentic mystery: 
The apparition of sin is deadly deceit, 
The foisting of non-reality 
Upon the veracity of truth. 
Only the Truth–Spirit can unveil 
The sin-deluded eyes, and revelate 
The coruscating mystery of love 
In the new humanity, the new servants 
Of the beloved Creator—Servant of all— 
And the beloved creation. 

Discovering Identity 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

‘Who am I, Lord? 
I think I do not know, 
Know not from whence 
Nor where I go. Wanderer 
Following trackless seas 
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And never really being me; 
Who am I, Lord? Who then is man? 
Two questions dog me every day 
And flog my tired mind. 
 
‘Who are you, man? 
Who are you, child? 
Creature that’s lost, 
That’s gone awhile 
From the glowing dawn of festal day, 
Created son to Father God. 
 
‘Creature to mild Creator too, 
And loving King’s dear subject rare. 
This was true man, flesh wrought in love: 
This you were once, 
This you must be. 
 
‘What was my centre, noble King, 
My heart of love, my dear delight, 
The object of affections full, 
Drawing my soul securely, 
Rooted and grounded in what? 
Where was the changeless rock I clung to? 
The goal and object of my hope? 
What was I when once truly man? 
The secret lies within Your mind, 
Tell me my being, ceaseless God. 
 
‘How would a child reject the love 
Of Father immutable, Creator kind, 
Becoming a lonely god itself 
Who spurns continually its King, 
And seeks to mould all time and space 
To fit its patterns autonomous; 
Denying My brilliant common grace, 
Mapping new paths of feckless sin, 
Twisting affections fearfully ’til 
The true identity is lost? Thus— 
All moorings slipt—the spirit’s loose 
In wild and restless seas. 
Lone wandering soul, proud evil flesh, 
Allied to demons, idol-possessed. 
This you became in wilful pride, 
Rejecting the primal gifts. 
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‘How then, great Father, Creator–King, 
Does the lost return, the lonely find 
His place of being, essential core 
Of what he was, return to be 
What once he was, what he must be? 
How does he spurn illicit joy, 
Heady autonomy, lawless control 
Of all the gifts You gave, his squandering 
Of precious life and able powers? 
 
‘How then regain that life’s fresh flow 
When now is death murky, dark, 
And spirit forlorn and twisted mind 
With vicious anger intertwined, 
To make him hate himself and God? 
How can he now emerge?’ 
 
No man is changed of his own will. 
His will is fiercely gripped by sin, 
Narrow his spirit and confined 
Within the evil he has planned. 
The son is dead, the creature dim, 
The servant proud, too proud to serve, 
The mooring slipt, the spirit’s lost: 
Speak not of human motivated hope 
Or self-renewal. No spirit can 
Find for itself its primal home 
Or open up its heart to God. 
 
Too gone is man for self-return, 
But God has come to man. 
Has come in mortal chuckling flesh, 
In clear-eyed Son, in Creature new 
Walking the plains that he once wrought, 
Called Galilee, Judea and Zion, 
With pity on a captive child, 
A heart deranged, a creature bent, 
Locked in the vice of mortal sin, 
Raging in mind and spirit hot, 
Hating the God who gave him life, 
Clinging with wild-eyed stare to mind 
That pulls the blind on mem’ry rich 
Of primal festal day when he 
Was sonly-creature, servant-lord 
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And prince of all creation fair. 
No man of self-volition can 
Return again to God, or know 
The surging of old life afresh, 
The primal gift from Love’s own hands. 
This chuckling flesh must twisted be 
Where nails will pin it to its cross, 
Shaped from Eternity in Father’s love. 
 
To draw the errant, angered heart 
To rich renewal, washed pristine, 
Until its surging sigh uplifts 
Astonished spirit to the eyes 
That flow in love and shine in grace; 
To know the truth of God Himself— 
The Judge no other than true love, 
Redeeming dead and lost and base, 
Drawing with cords of silken grace 
Back to its moorings, its only place 
Of true identity. 
 
‘Then come, My son, My creature-child; 
Be noble lord in your new place; 
Be wholly servant in the power 
Love gives afresh to you. 
Come leave the idols of the choice, 
Compulsive in your savage breast, 
And passions wild and errant will: 
Turn in your sight to moorings fair 
That call and beckon to your mind, 
And promise hope when hope was not. 
Come to Me, child, and know yourself!’ 
 
There is no answer in the wind, 
No crying terror, changeless fear; 
There is no shriek, no wild despair, 
No anger bitter, surging hate; 
But eyes in calmness stare ahead 
In speechless joy, tranquillity 
Tasting serenity, new and rare, 
And nameless peace that bids the fear 
Eternally be gone. In that same gaze 
Nobility enlarges, regally flows 
From the new stature, creature mild 
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Who slips its hand and draws its heart 
To Father God. The spirit found 
Worships the Son whose glowing face 
Has eyes of flame, motions of love, 
And all the while the Spirit draws— 
With gentle love—returning son 
To ancient moorings, place that’s true 
To fit renewed identity. 

The Word Is in the Telling 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Father! Sometimes in the telling 
The Word becomes anguish. 
It is the agony within 
For the knowing, the knowing deeply, 
And the deep glory of the knowing: 
But with the knowing—the strong knowing— 
Is the pain of telling. 
 
Not only is the pain in the seeing 
Of the veiled eyes, the lacklustre staring, 
The trained reflexive rejection, 
The skilled avoidance of repentance; 
But also in the eyes deliberately dulled, 
The hooded obscuration of the truth, 
And the blindness of contracted not-seeing; 
The heart-refusal, the ear-stopping, 
All of this the intended deafness 
Against the liberating Word. 
 
This is the pain, the hurt, the anguish 
Of telling the word of inner knowledge; 
Since the same word with convicting power 
And splendid releasing has emancipated 
From the dreary futile dullness, the neutrality 
Of mindless unhoping, of lethal cynicism 
And raging despair. So seeing the sightless, 
Hearing the unheeding, catching 
The vapidity of the deliberately dull, 
One thus knows the insensate ache, feeling 
For the savants of contracted obliviousness. 
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My son! The Word is the Word, timeless. 
It was uttered prior to time, in time itself. 
It is the Word of creation—the creative Word. 
It is the Word of the ancients—as for them— 
Those true visionaries, who seeing God 
Heard also the Word as from God; to them 
It was the Word of Covenant. Also it became 
The Word of true prophecy, the prophetic Word 
Guiding the motions of the aeons, fructifying 
Where sin’s sterility would seek to neutralise 
The dynamic creation—celestial and terrestrial. 
 
My son! The pain of non-telling 
Comes from the losing of your faith, 
The pain keening along the hurt heart 
Because of rejection. Hurt there must be, 
But hurt is on the instant healed, 
Since uttered Word is the dynamic 
To polarise and bring rejection, as also 
To create, and heal and recreate. 
 
Rejection is the sign and proof 
Of the Word’s power. Deeply within— 
In the lonely reaches of the numbed spirit— 
Life is for stirring. The awakening is there 
When the anger simmers and the despair fulminates, 
Rising against (it thinks!) the uncaring Deity, 
The merciless and unhearing Word–Lord. 
My son! These are the fixed illusions 
Of the ones denunciatory and bitter 
At My Eternal Being. 
 
Withhold not the Word! Let not its fires 
Destroy the marrow in your bones, 
Dehydrate the soon-flowing torrents, 
Embitter the sweet substance of love. 
Let flow the spate of the Word, 
Let it flow against the dry, and the sere, 
Against the ancient deserts of the drear spirit 
Of life-rejecting. Let its renewing love 
Find out the nooks and crannies, the dull recesses 
Of the labyrinthine soul, until life 
Breaks in salvific glory, penetrating 
To the inner heart, the defended citadel 
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Of the retreating ego. 
The Word alone will emancipate. 
 
The Word is a cool balm upon the hot anger: 
Is hearing for the tortured mind, the wounded 
And lacerated heart. It is life-for-death, 
And glory for the embittered spirit 
Crouching in the despair of shame. 
It is the brilliant Word, revelating the Father. 
It is the Word for living, re-animation of the dead. 
Withhold not the utterance; 
Restrain not the declaration; 
Imprison not the proclamation, 
And cry without fear. The Word liberated 
Must liberate, my son! Thus your own spirit 
Will sweeten with the publication of love. 
Cool soothing will come to your internal fire 
As the unhearing hear, the blinded see, 
And the light dawns in the no-man’s land 
Of depthful despair! 

 

The True Light  (John 1:4–5) 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Where shall I walk? 
Where shall my footsteps tread? 
There is no way ahead 
That I can plan; nor may I seek 
My errant footsteps to retrace. 
When then I walk in my desire, 
Or plan a path of pleasure for myself, 
It ends in pointless nothingness, 
Stretching to lonely, dreary moors 
And sightless desolation. 
Why does He circumscribe 
The path I tread? Why does He circumvent 
The ways that I would go? 
Why does He let me know 
That all my trekking empty is 
And leads me but to folly, 
Being yet pointless passing? 
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How is it, then, that pathless ways 
Are ways that I do plan, 
Whilst His are ways—indeed the Way— 
That leads alone to Him? 
Has not some dreamer in his dreams 
Perchanced upon that Way, 
Or happened on a hunch to find? 
Cannot a man who ventures hard 
Discover this Path once planned by God? 
Why says He, ‘No!’? 
 
When flamed this silent planet into light, 
And all the stars in concert shouted, ‘Joy!’ 
For first birth of the universe, 
Then shed his light, the Son— 
His life was light for all— 
And into man’s first mind there came 
The pristine wisdom, gentle light; 
Man knew the truth and knew the way 
And revelled in its joy. 
 
How came it, then, that man refused 
The outer truth and inner light, 
Choosing the darkness, calling it 
‘The light of truth’ as blinded he 
Delighted in self-created chimeras 
And falsity of fantasy, espoused 
The counterfeit reality? How came it, then, 
That mankind sought 
Its pleasures in a sensual world, 
Enshrining its countless deities 
Where One alone is God, Man’s Father true 
All guiltless in beneficence 
And rich creative glory? 
 
Pity the steps of wayless man, 
Of sightless souls that grope their way, 
Aping the glory once they knew, 
And treading, in their haughty pride, 
Their mindless paths to futile ends 
And godless goals. Have pity; 
Yet in such pity pray for them, 
That they may see the Cross complete, 
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The empty Tomb, the Risen Christ, 
The Son Ascended and the Father waiting 
There, where pride-exhausted men return. 
 
 

Love Is for Others 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

First there was the Word. 
The Word was Love. The Word 
Was from Love. From the Word 
Love’s creation ensued. All is love. 
This straight truism is the truth 
That lies behind the Truth. 
 
When the Word brought forth man— 
Palpable love in the personalised way— 
Then this was creation’s true hope: 
Its goal in fact, God’s quiet intention 
For the living revelation of Himself. 
Not as man thinks, some brilliant blazing glory, 
Some incandescent irradiation, 
But the steady manifestation 
Of perpetual love in unceasing self-giving. 
 
Give but the hint that this is the way, 
The true mode of man, the only expression 
Of love’s innate being, and the reaction will come; 
The angry response to the insistence 
That God is love, man the living reflection 
And this in self-giving, in regard for others, 
Regard for the needy, always serving the neighbour, 
Serving also the enemy as the friend, 
Then the scandal will appear as its—love’s—scandal. 
 
Why, then, the scandal, the great offence? 
How is this the Word that man abhors? 
The answer must be, ‘Guilt arises 
With the calm insistence upon the warm natural duty 
Of Word-and-Love-created man. Now, to sinful man, 
Self-giving, others-regarding is an exceptional event, 
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An occasional and spontaneous happening, 
But not—let it be known—habitual, 
Not the essential manner of life, the norm, 
The unchanging and innate morés 
Of the entire human race’. 
 
This, then, is the lie, the lie unmasked 
In the Incarnation. Prior to that event 
He was prepared to give, self-give, 
Not to retain, to husband himself and resources. 
He empties himself (though not of himself ), 
That is, of his rights of deity to glory, 
His right to non-participation in the human event. 
His was participation and—as we may say— 
Up to the hilt. 
 
Those—the few with simple insight—see it clearly. 
Theirs is the sight of faith, not sight of sight. 
Men misjudged him, insinuating motives, 
Imputing the modes of thought consistent with their own, 
‘Devil and winebibber, crazy messiah, 
Megalomaniac, demagogue and aspirant 
To the ultimate power’. They did not see 
All that he did was to give (not take) 
And serve the everlasting neighbour. 
 
Not only in the dark hard hours of Gethsemane, 
Not simply in the night of judgment 
And in the day of the Cross, the coldness of the tomb, 
But formerly—in those Palestinian days— 
In the constant rejection, the unchanging 
Misunderstanding, the false accusations 
And the lies. His heart cried, ‘Compassion!’, 
His chest racked with its passion, 
Rent with its sobs for the blind humanity, 
The unresponsive Jerusalem, 
Dry as a twig, as a cursed fig tree, 
Ready for the horrific burning. 
 
What matter! There was no despair, 
No frenetic anger or inner fear. 
Nor—for that matter—shrugged resignation, 
Tired bitterness or cynical gesture 
Of disillusioned, unrequited love. 
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He gave unchangingly, unremittingly, 
Gladly, with willingness and calm 
In his gentle and immutable love. 
Giving, he counted all no cost, 
Nor thought upon the thing that he had done. 
Love in its true ultimate lives unaware— 
Will locked to thought as thought to will— 
Doing in spontaneity the will of will, 
Willing in guileless graciousness. 
 
Now is the day of gracious imitation— 
Though not of mimic, mindless reflection— 
Of the Christ events. Love lives within, 
Not as the received abstraction, the lofty concept, 
But as the Person. Faith and the Spirit 
Make it to be thus. He dwells. The life 
Becomes one with its simple host. 
The true imitation is the becoming one 
With the power of his habitation. 
 
Love, then, is service to neighbour, 
Though not detached and objective giving, 
Not in the calculated assessing of the need 
(With its fulfilment thereof). Love regards 
With natural sincerity, the pure regard 
Of the needy neighbour and the creation. 
This is the steady stance of love 
Revealed by the Son-become-man. 
 
Sons, then, are the lovers, the true ones; 
Life being in the sharing with the neighbour 
By bringing to him the true eternal treasure 
As also the needed crust, the warm touch, 
The uplifting gaze, the encouragement, 
The earnest insistence of the given nobility 
And of the love-engifted worth, 
The grace of the creation. Creation’s gift 
Being one’s true being, the gift of God. 
 
Sometimes in the exigencies of life 
The true test comes—the ultimate giving, 
Not for giving’s or receiving’s sake, 
But for love. No greater love has man than this— 
To give himself in death for others. 
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Not to them so that he may draw from them, 
But for them so that they in turn may live. 
Thus in its peak love gives itself, 
Counting its life not first, but love, 
Love in its finest hour, 
Love in its true and gracious garb. 

 
 

Give Me My Due 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Give me my due, I pray you. 
My eyes dart restlessly, 
Ever and anon, 
Across the audience wide of every man, 
The whole world, so to speak. 
 
Give me my due; laboured I have, 
Incessant from my birth, 
Seeking to please my parents, 
Impress my family, 
And draw praise from my teachers. 
I am the man who works, 
Seeking the praise of men. 
 
Receiving this praise— 
As I do on occasions great— 
I am filled with gratitude. 
Should they not praise me, though, 
I feel the steely edge of bitterness 
Cutting within my soul. 
My face is adamant, 
I am all hard within. 
 
Why should I covet praise? 
Why should I seek the plaudits 
Of men and God? I answer, 
‘Nothing so assuring is, 
So reassuring, in a world 
With all competing for assurance 
In the praise of men and God’. 
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How frail we are! How insecure! 
Be there one critic, one despiser, 
And our world turns grey. 
We miss encouragement, its warmth, 
The stimulus of others’ worship, 
And the need of us by men. 
We need this need 
Else pointless were our days, 
And our spirits dulled. 
 
Could we but the vision see, 
Climb one high peak, 
And look across time’s vista 
To penetrate eternity— 
Then we might understand 
We need no praise, no gratitude; 
Nor to covet the plaudit of men, 
Or seek to satisfy the Deity 
Whose image true we had not seen— 
’Til it became in Christ. 
 
There is no need to walk in fear, 
To covet men’s approving thoughts, 
Nor watch their actions with anxiety. 
For God is God, and history is His, 
And we His children born of dust and Cross 
May settle into love with Him, 
Through Word and Spirit, Son and Life. 
We have no need to covet praise 
Nor grovel for acceptance by the world. 
 
Give Him His due, I pray you, 
For He has voided work 
That justifies the man, 
That bids him slave to justify 
The actions of his living. 
How deeply anxious is the heart 
That lives to please both men and God 
But never can succeed. How frail 
And pitiful the plea to be received 
By men and God. 
 
Without this labour 
God Himself receives. 
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Without this toil 
He gives His rest to hearts of men. 
Labour He did through Cross and Tomb 
To make the work complete, 
Emancipate the slaves, 
And set the debtors free. 
 
If this be true, then labour’s vain, 
Except it be the work of gratitude. 
Come wind, come time, come troubles, too, 
Our labour is from love 
For love; not to receive 
The warming plaudits 
Or the passing praise, 
But love to serve the Serving God 
And live within the Father. 

Longing for Thee 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

(To the tune of ‘Nearer, My God, to Thee’) 
 

Thy Love is mine, O Lord, 
In Eastern lands; 
Firmer with every breath, 
Stronger it stands. 
Glory shall ever be 
Sung by my heart to Thee, 
So longs my soul to see 
Thy perfect plan. 
 
Still in the twilight dim 
Glory doth grow 
Soft to my longing heart 
Filled with its woe. 
Prayers fleeting evermore, 
Raptures to heaven’s door, 
Longing to know Thee more, 
Lord of my life. 
 
Moonlight and stars aglow, 
Glories of old; 
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Firm shall my pleading be, 
Yea, firm and bold. 
Lord, I shall soon know Thee, 
E’en as Thou knowest me; 
Draw me, O Lord, to Thee, 
Eternal Love. 
 

Such Love We Loved Not 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Such love we never loved: 
Our love is dross. 
Such love we never knew: 
Our love was loss. 
Love was beyond our love, 
Love that You loved. 
Love that You love is love, 
Love of that Cross. 
 
Kneel I in wondered awe, 
Before this love. 
Scarce lift these darkened eyes 
To Yours that saw 
Your love ascend in him 
On dismal Tree, 
To take this loveless love 
From loveless me. 
 
Passion for Israel–Bride: 
Her harlotry 
Tore at the Bridegroom heart 
Whose love was free; 
Zeal of the lover’s love 
Wrought purity, 
Bringing the Bridal heart 
To sanctity. 
 
Love on that Cross for her 
Father and Son 
Purged through the Spirit’s pain 
Grossest of all. 
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All love now purified 
Lives through the days 
Until the Bridal Feast  
Is our ‘Always’. 
 
Love that is heavenly 
‘Always’ on earth. 
Out of its heart is born 
New heaven and earth. 
Such love we never loved 
Love we now love. 
Our eyes are radiant now 
In Yours we move.1 
 
 
 
 

What Have You Given, Father? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

What have you given to me, my Father; 
Maker of heaven and earth, what have you given? 
I conclude now—with adrenalin flowing free— 
That you have given me all things: 
Given me myself, which is the prized gift, 
Though often enough I have despised it, 
Defaced and shameful as my sin has made it. 
 
In creation, in the moment before time, 
You decided me, planned what I am, 
Planned what I will be, and really be 
When the work you once began 
Is fully perfected, complete, 
As once you planned before time, in grace. 
I cannot understand this intricate, 
This mystery of nature, this life, 
What man in essence really is, this image 
And this likeness, this imaged you. 
I cannot understand but yet can live 

                                           
1 Or, ‘In Yours we live’, or, ‘In Yours we love’. 
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This given life in wonder and in joy 
Of being truly human! 
 
What have you given me? Not only the body, 
But the unique being, the personal identity. 
I as spirit, flesh and blood, as soul, 
I as man–man, I as the growing entity 
The substance of flawless giving. Father-creating, 
Maker of perfect gifts and Lord of true giving: 
This you have given. You have given 
The power and the thrust of worship, 
The irresistible longing to relate, 
And with it the salvific gift 
Of reconciliation: union with you 
Without absorption of identity 
But relational oneness, totality of unity, 
Man with God, or—better still— 
God with man, for you have come: 
I never followed you. 
 
What have you given me? This total gift, 
This gift which is all gifts engifted— 
Multiple and inextricable— 
Made one through unity of love, 
Since you yourself are love. 
 
I ponder, not only in the long deep silence, 
Not only in the hours of contemplation, 
The times of thoughtful rumination, 
But also in the flashing times, the busyness 
Of fret and fury, anger’s restlessness, 
The traumatic times of repetitive blunders, 
The incoming waves of human pressures 
Beating relentlessly 
Upon my defenceless shores. 
In these times I think of the gift of gifts, 
And wonder at their necessary supply, 
Their graces that aid me in the hard hours 
And the times of difficult pain. 
 
One gift I treasure in all the supplies of grace 
Is the gift of worship, the power of adoration, 
The ability to serve, the useful use 
Of all the given gifts. From you 
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Flow out the streams of grace and glory, 
You flood the heart with true creative love. 
’Tis you who makes the gifted spirit selfless 
And glad to give without restraint, 
Returning the adoration born of love and grace, 
Without the coveting of one minor gift, 
Nor seeking to possess the gift of gifts—oneself— 
The gift of life unique. This gift is given back, 
Returned in loving worship, in awful gratitude, 
Only to remain, persist as unpossessed, 
Revealing to all the famished sons of men 
His world of gifts in gift of gifted worship. 
 
From gifts received the royal tribe is born, 
The kingly priests and priestly kings, 
Waking the world with worship 
As joy and praise reverberate 
Down to, into and fully through 
God’s given time and all eternity. 

 
 
 

Truth, the Golden Girdle 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There, in the beginning, was the truth, 
The Truth Himself, eternal, immutable 
But speaking the creative word, calling out 
The things unseen to seenness. 
The things unknown to knownness. 
This was the word bringing 
The fruits of Truth as the word, 
This the irresistible reality 
Of universal and eternal creation. 
 
There, in time, was the Truth, 
The truth causing the sons of God to shout, 
And joy to take the primal morning, 
The new flush and ripple of creation 
Spreading its way through time 
Until the ‘all things’ emerge 
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And the whole is one 
In the dispensation and structure 
Of the creative Truth—love, 
Making the whole an indissoluble unity, 
The eternal fellowship. 
 
There, in the path of time, the movement 
Of covenant-chesed is love’s emanation; 
Love’s promise covering man’s primal choice— 
The evil volition of man and snake— 
And rending wide the new revelation 
Of interminable grace, the glory 
Of the golden-girdled truth. Truth 
As a gleaming girdle, encircling the earth, 
Outside of which is nothing, 
Inside of which is the life of truth. 
 
Had truth not come in warmth of flesh, 
Had eyes not gleamed and glowed with life— 
That which we know by hands and arms— 
Then Truth had not been seen or known; 
Man made the lethal change from life to death, 
From truth to lie, entruthing the lie 
With clever means, new rationale, sly motion 
Towards the eternal truth, as though 
This were the lie and He the lying One. 
Gone far from truth man cannot know 
The truth of Truth, can only feel 
The lethal drive anew in him 
With every movement of the lie 
That hates veracity. 
 
He was the true and faithful one 
Who lived the life of truth, who spoke 
The words which came from heaven. He alone 
Could tell the truth that he had heard. 
Strange words they were which broke the air, 
Which beat upon the ears of men. Strange notes 
That made a music rare, nostalgic forms of thought 
That wakened memories of another age 
When man had truly lived. New pain was born 
To wake the heart to richer thought 
That man had dared to dream—love’s dream 
Become reality. 
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Truth’s home is in a timbered cross, 
The cross that flowered its brightest blooms 
All red as blood and black as death 
And white as life. Truth’s fruit that forms 
Has come from death—the grain in ground, 
The tears so moist, the pleading pain— 
And come from life, the surging tomb, 
Where truth breaks out afresh, 
Streaming its living torrents to 
The sons of eternal day. This flow of life 
Is flow of truth: is flow of love. 
 
Truth in the primal time, truth now, 
And truth at the endless end. The dark lie 
Seeking to encircle truth, asserts itself 
In forms of dreary faultlessness, 
Deceit and draining lusts; wearies itself 
And man. The truth reversed brings pain; 
Pursuit of anodynes to ease 
The conceived restlessness, 
The gestated pointlessness, the endeavour 
To find truth’s rest through lies. 
 
Truth is the stream of hist’ry 
Emerging from the womb of time; 
Conceived in prior eternity, 
Reaching its zenith in that prior cross 
Now evident in time. Love’s blood 
That gouts itself on Calvary’s stones 
Is truth of truth, God’s heart of heart, 
The living knowledge that our God is love, 
Is Father to our children’s hearts, 
And mothers all our needs. 
 
Truth’s army found its genesis 
In timbered cross, triumphant cry, 
And empty tomb. Truth poured itself 
In Spirit’s power, anointing light, 
In Gospel’s form—the word of truth— 
And lighted men to share the light, 
Despoil the dark, destroy the lie, 
And bring truth’s life to hearts. 
Truth vivifies itself in truth, 
But lie brings death on death 
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Extending death perpetually 
For lie’s demise, and lie’s defeat. 
 
Truth lives to reign. Its reign in us 
Is reign by us, through Christ the truth; 
Creation’s bonds are slipped from it 
And truth moves out in waves of light 
To capture all, transforming it 
To truth’s true form, the stable life 
Of God’s unchanging faithfulness. 
Finding its warm and living forms 
In humans glorified: the new kings 
Working their holy priesthood out 
In aeons of serving: love’s epochs 
That witness to eternal truth, 
And give the truth to love. 

Truth Triumphant 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There—in the first time—the silence was regal 
Until the creation was created—secure— 
And the truth with it impregnated 
Immanent and pervasive 
So that all was true, nothing untrue. 
 
Here the newly fledged humanity was tranquil, 
The conscience gently and firmly pure 
And the heart-spirit of man wholly serene, 
The integrity filled with careless laughter 
And the entire scene the place of tranquillity. 
 
The invasion came by the coiled serpent, 
The devious object of unusual beauty, 
Drawing the eyes of the innocent woman 
To pleasant surprise and delighted response, 
Although the subject was subtly evil. 
 
There, in the first time, the sensuous evil 
Seduced the golden mind of the truly beautiful, 
The rich glowing image of the Eternal Maker, 
And the unconscious innocence inflamed 
With passion for Godhead. 
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Through one blood, one seed, one human union, 
The entire race became defiled, obsessed 
With the irresistible flush of deceit, 
The evil of autonomous drive for dignity 
Over and against the Eternal honour. 
 
Now the simple became complex, the upright devious, 
The childlike strangely sophisticated, 
The passion for brilliance obsessive, 
And the demand for fulfilment an idol 
Which outmoded the beautiful and Eternal Father. 
 
There in the complexity of determined untruth 
The sight of the truly functional reality was lost 
And with it evil-contingent humanity. 
Had truth’s plan not been the rescue of love 
Then the entire race was lost, irretrievably. 
 
Truth came in the form of incarnated Deity, 
The word become flesh—active loving and doing flesh— 
Witnessing to the truth unseen by man—denied, suppressed 
So that man cowered in the uncompromising confrontation, 
Heading for the hills to hide in concocted irrationality. 
 
The attempted crucifixion of truth could not succeed. 
The crucifixion itself lay at the heart of truth, 
And the Spirit’s coming wholly unveiled all verity 
In the passionate revelation of the love of God, 
Exposing man to the incredible transformation. 
 
In the unveiling Pentecost the truth was poured 
On the new humanity it itself created. 
The new creation was born of the word of truth, 
The reality which purified the polluted heart 
And set the mind in the full verity of God. 
Truth battles deceit in the relentless struggle 
To destroy the falsity in the tides of inundating love. 
The evil is suffocated, the false dies in lethal throes 
Because encapsulated by the eternal purity, 
Exposed to immediate destruction where outside its habitat. 
 
It is the release of man which matters, 
It is the liberation from corruption; the whole world 
Now lies not in the evil one, but in the truth, 
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In the joyous and serene recreation 
Of Him who is the truth, the Eternal, the indestructible. 
 
Soon will the new worlds flame out afar 
In the ultimate purging where evil’s leaven dies 
And the new—the irreversible verity— 
Flourishes and reigns in the heart of all creatures 
Celestial and terrestrial, to the glory of the Faithful Father, 
The Author and sustainer of the eternal truth, 
That truth His very self. 

Only One Father 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Only one Father, in all the universe, 
In all time and in the whole creation. 
He is above all, through all, 
And in it all, not only as Creation’s force and power, 
But as its Initiator in love, the Father of love 
Whose Fatherhood must never be denied, 
For pain of denial is the deepest pain 
Man’s spirit knows, can ever know. 
 
As fish for water, and as bird for air 
So then is man for Fatherhood. Let him but 
Deny this essential reality and he denies 
Not only God but self, his very self, 
And self’s fulfilment; Father-love 
Is breath of being for created man, 
The life of spirit for childing heart 
And love-for-Love that keeps that heart 
In worship’s deep integrity. 
 
Let thus the warm heart flag in love— 
Ceasing to live as fish in sea and bird in air— 
Then comes the intolerable ache, 
The indefinable chaos and the anarchy 
Of mind and soul, until the will is lost 
In the maze of mindless questioning. 
Out of necessity the gods are born— 
Or made—are fashioned from the thoughts, 
Ideas that emanate from gloom 
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But break with seeming brilliance 
Into the diseased fancies 
Of the restless longing devotee 
Of these false fathers. 
 
God is the Father or there’s none. 
God is Creator–Father, claiming love, 
And giving His gifts to make our work 
Purposeful in labour and in calling 
As though vocation were eternal. 
There is the Father’s love that planned— 
Before creation’s time—salvific grace 
That now redeems us. Prodigals abound 
On the shores of lost continents and lands 
Which know no path to God, no way of going back 
To where man lost his way. 
 
It was essential that the true Son come 
And clothed in flesh of us, true man 
To show the Father in these human terms 
In which we live and move and die 
That we might understand deceit— 
The falsity of foolish gods, 
Of idols dumb and fathers surrogate— 
Until a passion new be born 
Out of the cross of suff’ring deep, 
Out of the crucible of love 
And its intensest fires. 
 
It was essential that we see 
The Son as way and truth and life 
And only life and way and truth 
To find ourselves unto the home 
Of the eternal Father; to find those arms 
Embracing us in all our sin, 
Destroying in a flush of love 
The idols of our pain and shame, 
So filling us with love and gifts 
Until our hearts wax filial 
And all the numbed yet painful bland 
Is flooded with His Fatherhood. 
 
Not only to His Fatherhood we come 
But Brother–Son our truest Lord, 
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And to the family of all true men, 
Brother and sister all made one 
By Fatherhood and Father’s Son, 
And Spirit’s unity complete 
Making the people of God— 
The true community of man— 
For ever and for ever. 
 
Here in the now-time thus we live, 
Fulfilled in heart, complete in mind, 
Emotion’s yearning finding rest 
In daily love, paternal care, 
Familial life, in service full, 
And labour for the needy race 
Who need their Father and their God. 
‘Complete’, we say, yet incomplete. 
 
‘The best is yet to be’, we say— 
An affirmation of our faith and hope— 
But what is so, surpasses thought 
In daily life with Father God. We know 
The empty idols helpless lie, 
Whilst we from every living fibre cry, 
‘Oh, Father! Our Father!’. 

Servant Song 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This is my pleasure, this is my fullness, 
To serve both God and man. 
Serving is liberty, not servitude. 
It is the release of the inner capacities, 
It is the revelation of true humanness. 
 
Serving is not servility. It is nobility 
Expressing itself in the right regal way 
Of true sonship of God. There, in the sorrowful scene, 
The servants must gather, serving with dignity, 
Restoring nobility to the sin-rendered humanity. 
 
Here, in the indignity of evil, the spirit droops, 
The heart is sickened with its failure, 
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Depressed by the restrictive and destructive 
Power of evil. It chafes under the limitations 
And dies as the gifts atrophy and wither. 
 
In my dreams I have seen them—the helpless ones— 
Stretching out mute hands, crying within sealed lips 
For the restoration of their authentic humanity; 
The essential beings once cast in the shape of God, 
But now demeaned, distorted, dislocated. 
 
How do we serve? How do we undislocate, undemean? 
How do we awaken the once regal spirit 
From its lair of despair? How renew to pristine perfection? 
But by the instrument of love, God working in us, 
God healing and restoring by His Calvary balm. 
 
Many a time my spirit has wept, wept as it has seen 
The redeeming power of his healing serving, the transforming 
And then the fructifying of the old gifts, 
The restoring of the full humanity—urgent into joy 
And united again—exploring the reunion with the Holy One. 
Serving is not servitude, the spirit is ennobled 
As it kneels to the created image of the Creator, 
Spreading before it the variety, the immensity,       
The several gifts of the Creator, repristinated 
In and by the anguish of His own serving, 
The noble action of the dynamically renewing 
Calvary: the starting up again to life 
In the life-regenerating resurrection. 

 
 

Let Be What Always Was and Is 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There is, it is, as it has always been 
And always will be. 
As it was, is now and shall be; 
And yet it is always becoming. 
Once when it was not, it was, 
Because of the Word, 
And the mind of the Word. 
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Time at the last extrajects 
What was before it, before space 
And before the consciousness 
Which we in our minute wisdom think 
Is because we are aware of it, 
Because we seek to classify, 
Comprehend and categorise. 
 
Common sense gives the scornful lie 
To the utterance, ‘What was has always been, 
And always will be, though becoming 
What it was, and is, and so will be’. 
Common sense cannot be denied. 
It lies within its own province. 
Its truth is invincible 
For the common man splendid 
With his own mindfulness. 
 
Yet the ‘always was’ was before 
The Ineffable brought to light 
‘Out of nothing’ (we say), but to the Word, 
‘Out of things which do not [did not] appear’. 
This latter is not nothing, nothing only 
When we call that which appears, 
‘Something’. 
 
The Word, uttered out of Itself (Himself), 
And what was not in Time and Space 
Appeared. It did not become, except to Time, 
Except to Space, and so to vaulted comprehension. 
Yet comprehension does not authenticate, 
And by no possible conception initiates 
The idea that what was must pass, 
Yet being what will be 
Is the foundation of all Time–Space’s sanity. 
 
The esoterics, the gnostics and the mystics 
View in their epistemology 
To make non est that which appears, 
Or give it Platonic symbolism— 
The shadows cast by the reality, 
Indicating, but not the reality itself. 
A decent sort of explanation 
Decked with dear words, or— 
As the case may be—words delectable, 
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Mysterious and obscure; the bubblings 
Of the crass inane withinness—guessing. 
 
Nor do I know—as crass as all, 
Inane as any—I know not 
How the visible is invisible, 
The so-called temporal eternal. 
All I know is that the Divine Unity 
Is indivisible. Evil cannot fissiparate 
What is the product and the flower of love 
Made visible, all of the Alpha and the Omega 
From Beginning to the End, but always 
The expression and the reality 
Of the Ineffable Eternal. 
 
Hence when the immolating love 
Burns with its own full fervent heat, 
The very elements—all dissolving— 
What shall emerge from the holy holocaust 
Is that which ever was, but was to be 
In the Divine testing, the perfect purging, 
The creative Word proving its own Eternal 
In the end product, true from the beginning 
In the Mind, yes, but also in the Motion 
Of the Ever-being Father. 

Holy Epic 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There in the non-time— 
The time before time— 
Before time was, God was Himself. 
In the counsels of His immutable will 
He designed the to-be: He planned 
The rich revelation of His love, 
The ripening of His holy purposes 
For the impending creation. 
 
We who are in the midst of it— 
The time after time, beginning and to end— 
We are the recipients of the marvellous grace: 
We are the spectators of the eternal field, 
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Of the breaking into time of the eternal 
And the action in time of the God of all grace. 
 
When, then, we see the amazing word of creation, 
Out of which rolls the entire universe— 
All galaxies, all patterned things, 
The large and the infinitesimal, 
The dark and mysterious, 
The plainly open and beautiful— 
Then we begin to know 
The plain mystery of the Father Eternal, 
He who is at once our Father and our God. 
 
When, too, we view the original man— 
Man and woman in the one bond 
Made flesh as one, and in pure love— 
We see the true nature of the Creator, 
Bent on giving to man 
The redeeming insight of His nature, 
Not only as unchanging Creator and Provider, 
But also Redeemer: having pain 
In the depths of His Son who in his turn 
Reveals the high anguish 
Of the Eternal Father. 
 
In the time before time— 
I speak as a limited human— 
The Kingdom was planned, shaped up 
For the blessed of God. It was determined 
That the sinful-made-holy should enter 
And know the bliss of man-in-God. 
God’s counsel was to give His glory 
To the dust-made-living-being. 
His considered will reached out 
To raise the dust of the dust-man 
To perpetual glory. 
 
When, then, we consider the first act— 
The act of brilliant creation— 
And see the magnificent beginning, 
The emergent reality of the fixed order, 
The daily dynamical system of God, 
We are initially caught in its splendour 
And give the glory along with the angels 
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To the gracious Eternal. We who were not 
Could not at that no-time 
Demand that we be, and be what we desire. 
 
Amazing, then, that the true Father— 
The eternal and only authentic Pater— 
Should design our existence, 
Call into being what never was 
That it should ever be. This mystery 
May itself so grip us 
That we fail to realise 
The wonder lies not only in creation 
But in creation’s deepest purpose: 
That is the revelation of grace. 
 
None can describe, none can communicate 
The loathsome evil of the depraved, 
The fallen malignity of the rebel man, 
The dark reaches of his hatred 
And his unchanging anger 
At the Eternal God. Time is when we glimpse 
Something of the soul’s putrescence 
And shiver at the suppurating heart 
Of evil, man’s inner evil, 
Incarnate in the basic humanity 
That emerged from the pure will of God. 
 
Through the times in which we have lived, 
From the beginning to this present end 
We have pondered the stomach-retching reality 
Of the depthless evil of man, let alone gods, 
Idols and weird demons which have demanded 
The God-loyalty be farmed out to them. 
We have considered our evil-upon-evil 
When evil itself is so evil 
That it cannot comprehend 
The evil of its evil self. 
 
Here in a blazing sudden insight, 
There in a horrified comprehension, 
We have measured the immeasurable guilt 
Of the rebel heart, the opposed will 
Damning the ineffable Eternal, making Him 
The despised of the despised. 
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We have raised our own gods 
In the impetuosity and impatience 
Of man-godness. We have designed 
Better things and ways than His 
And have fashioned a new brilliance 
Which outmodes the wisdom and the ways 
Of the Creator–Father, the long-suffering Redeemer. 
 
Why is it then— 
I ask not in anger and frustrated futility— 
That the self-evident grace of creation 
Does not grip the minds and wills of men? 
Why do their hearts not blaze with joy 
And their eyes drip tears of gratitude 
When all is so evident? 
The answer is, of course, 
That sin has blinded us; self-will so rampant 
Enslaves the mind, fixes its bias 
And determines its blindness. 
 
Only when the Spirit comes, bringing the truth, 
Will men see the great mystery. Only then 
Will the scales drop from blinded eyes 
And the eternal love be revealed 
In multi-coloured glory 
And in faceted beauty of wisdom. 
Only then will the veil be taken away 
And the sheer grace appear, lovely as the face 
Of the Ineffable. It is the ineffable we will see 
In the revelation of humility, 
The dear common flesh of the Nazarene 
And the quiet obedience unto death 
Of the condemned blasphemer. 
 
There on the craggy heights of Golgotha, 
In the knotted glory of the stark timber 
And the dry agony of the twisted body, 
Do we see what the Will once planned 
And has now fulfilled. This mystery 
Will grasp the will, the inner spirit and the secret heart 
Unchangingly forever. It will make man 
See the flooding glory 
Of the Eternal Father. It will draw 
The spirit of the transformed human 
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To the core, to the inner heart, 
To the centre of the Creator–Father. 
 
This, then, was the grace 
Extant and planning, the wise counsel of will 
Before the time-yet-to-be. 
This was what was happening 
In the no-time: the time before time. 

The Desolated Sanctified 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Deep seated in the inner heart— 
The secret heart, the heart covered 
From the conscious knowing— 
Is the abomination. The abomination 
Is the unclean thing—the thing 
Against nature, against man, 
And against God. It is against 
All the creation. 
It is the defilement, the unnatural 
Coercing the natural 
To the wholly unnatural. 
 
The unbelieving heart seduces 
The beauty of the pure, the chaste. 
It renders all glory without glory. 
Harshly and crassly 
It dismisses the purity, 
Making it the impure 
And leaving nothing 
But the unholy desolation. 
This is the abomination 
Which makes desolate. 
 
At the core of humanity— 
The inner shrine of the outer temple— 
There is an altar 
At which the spirit is bowed 
Before the Ineffable Holiness. 
From this affinity and unity 
It draws its true life. 
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If the altar is polluted, 
Then the devotee pollutes 
And is polluted. The altar 
Is the sanctifying power. 
He who opposes the altar 
Opposes his essential self. 
Out of the opposition comes 
The self-denigration; the abomination 
Defiles the temple and the shrine, 
Bringing the desolation. 
 
The desolation is the absence of the Presence 
And the presence of the Absence. 
It is the bleakness and the barrenness, 
The empty and the bare, 
The forsaken and the lonely; 
It is the alienation, 
The intolerable separation, 
The abandonment from the abandoning, 
The devastation of the foliaged land, 
And the drear desertion 
Of the essential joyousness. 
 
Once committed, 
The abomination rules the kingdom: 
Brings memory to pain 
And pain to memory. 
All is defiled, all corrupt. 
Only the pure in heart know God, 
Know man, know all. 
All other sight and view, 
All penetration and knowing 
Is corrupted. We know only in sight of the Holy. 
Life then is lost—abandoned 
To the angry denigration 
Of the entire cosmos. 
 
Impure, we cannot let be 
Or live, things as they really are. 
In shame we must humiliate: 
In stigma we must stigmatise. 
Where there is self-dishonour 
Dishonour we must 
That which is highly honourable. 
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Crushed in our spirit we humiliate 
That which is noble and pure. 
We spread our shame across the race; 
We vandalise the glorious, 
Making infamous the things of fame. 
So does our abomination make us hate 
The truly pure and the wholly chaste. 
 
The dark pit of our chagrin— 
The home of lost esteem 
And burning ignominy— 
Gives birth to monsters of remorse, 
The creatures that with stinging tails 
Reduce our minds to death 
Or set our minds aflame. 
We will be holy of ourselves. 
High righteousness is ours 
And of our making. 
Having received creation 
We will receive no more 
But only create 
What we have uncreated. 
 
The high endeavour aborts itself. 
Abomination rules in waste 
And desolates the wasteland. 
We may never recognise 
The endless impossibility. 
We will take forever 
Ourselves with us 
Wherever we must go. 
If someone does not come 
Then we must go, 
And go, and go, and go, and go. 
 
He comes—the Son, the holy Son, 
The Son of Holy Father. 
He comes to embrace 
The unembraceable. 
High fire is in his heart, 
High purity is in his mind, 
And pure, pure purity 
The substance of his conscience. 
He sets afire himself 
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Upon the Cross they set him on. 
Abomination is consumed 
In hellish holocaust 
Lit by the Son himself. 
The dross is gone, the New has come— 
Creation born anew— 
And inner altar’s all alive 
To sanctify what touches it, 
Or what it touches. 

You Are My Love 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are Father. That is the matter 
That we say over and over, time and again. 
We mouth it in earnestness, 
Telling ourselves 
You are Father, and love; 
Yet what do we know? 
 
Deep in our depths, deepest down 
What do we know? What do we know 
That we know. What really know? 
That is the significant question. 
 
When our mouths and minds stop parroting 
The things we have been so often told, 
The things we often tell ourselves, 
And the things we want to think— 
Perhaps lest we face reality—then 
We come to void of human comprehension: 
I mean human uncomprehension, 
The sudden fearful confrontation arrives, 
The realising of the finite emptiness, 
The pit of the human mind— 
The knowing of the unknowing, 
Not knowing the truly Known. 
 
In the early days—the days of awakenings, 
The puzzlement of the child-mind, the groping 
Towards the Greatness, the sudden sharp assurances 
That He was there behind the bewildering 
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Unknowableness of the known—in those days 
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There were sharp surprising revelations 
That set the heart pounding, the mind throbbing. 
There were intimations, not only of immortality 
But splendid mortality, the creature-thing 
Of the human person, the being of being, 
Ready to break into fullness: 
These were the days of love’s awakenings. 
 
Behind the grim mystery 
Of human unhappiness, the growing anger, 
Awareness of bitterness, knowing of woundings, 
The sharp cruelty of words and minds: 
Behind all this the growing assurance 
That He was love, is love, is Love. 
Whence then this knowledge? 
Is it some atavism, some racial memory 
Upwards floating from the dark abyss, 
The pitiful pit of the bottomless mind? 
 
Who then can know what it is? 
We ask, ‘Who can know anything? 
From whence comes knowledge, 
Whence knowledge of the Ineffable? 
Does He not hide Himself 
In the dark mystery of His Being, 
Or blind by His beauty 
The wavering eyes of mortal flesh?’. 
 
He does, and he does not. 
Early I found 
That love laps around us 
Like oceans the continent, 
Or the soft breeze the still land, 
Or misting rain the dry wide deserts 
Until the green comes, and the fecundity. 
Yet love was the word I feared: 
I feared it in the mystery of human treachery, 
The hard ego-thing that harshly 
Devoured its fellows and hugely ate 
The world before and around it. 
 
Once the inner heart cried wildly— 
I speak of the heart of hearts, 
The deepest inner hidden heart— 
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‘How shall I know, how recognise, 
How come before the Unknowable?’ 
Heaven answered, ‘You cannot know. 
You who are dumb and blind and deaf, 
You know but only what you think you know— 
The floodings of your inner seas, 
The visions of your vast intolerable wastes— 
But Him you cannot know 
Until He waits on you, until He draws 
The curtain of your mind that blinds 
Your person to the Ineffable’. 
 
So in the years I have discovered 
That He discovers Him to me, 
And I discover what He has unveiled— 
Himself. I know no other, 
I know no other thing. All wisdom 
Once concealed is now revealed in Him. 
The words they taught me, ‘Utter!’ 
Which once I uttered as a lisping child, 
I now say strong with bewildered heart 
Pounding with joy, alive with peace. I cry, 
‘Love is ineffable! None can know 
Till Love reveals itself—Himself— 
In the stark cross, the enspittled timber 
Of sin’s reckoning on holiness, 
The Holy Reckoning on sin. 
 
‘There, where the dark horror emerges, 
Where the hordes of the inner horror 
Emerge like impenetrable creatures 
To ravage the soul in horrored bitterness, 
The Love comes in His Person, encapsulating 
The entire evil, driving it hard 
Into his holy bosom. Here the doom, 
Here the destruction of the inner evil, 
The strong release, the sudden liberation 
From past doomings and those to come, 
So that the mind flutters upwards in its new release 
As a homing dove, a returning prodigal 
To his Father’s heart. 
 
‘Only then do we know 
The True Revelation, the True Unveiling 
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Of the Ineffable Love.’ 
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They Did Not Stoop 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

 
They did not stoop in condescension; they did not patronise 
From lofty eyries of the heavens; They did not even quietly invade 
With silent hosts of celestials shining; 
But—instead—they came 
Walking on feet of love 
Into the world they had made. 
 
(They—who are They? You ask: I know not how to say, 
Or Who they are. Their names I know; 
Called Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The revelation!— 
That must come from Them.) 
 
Holiness has at heart its life of true compassion: 
It has the only authentic love. 
Fierce as may be this holiness of being, 
The purity is of its own love, 
As love itself flows from that purity 
Towards the need of immolation rising 
From the disturbed heart of man. 
 
In the nights, in the silent times, 
In the drear deserts of the heart 
And in the concealed moments—the deeply hidden ones— 
The spirit of man is parched; the dehydration of sin 
Consuming the last bloody drops—the soul sweat— 
In pitiless unmercy on man, has all but killed 
The despairing spirit in the soulless staring eyes 
Of the near-annihilated, the nerveless, 
The abandoned one. 
 
They did not stoop; They did not bring aloofness, 
Nor venture some lofty celestial patronage— 
This Holy Three-In-One. They came, flowing gently 
On silent wings of unobtrusive love, 
‘Bringing salvation’, ‘the goodness and loving kindness’, 
Having its forms in flesh, in a mangered birth, 
A stable of Palestinian hostelry. 
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‘Born to be king’—that’s true. 
‘Born to be servant’—that’s true as well. 
‘Born but to die’—that’s the essential truth. 
‘Born to be servant, redeemer, king’—that’s true again 
In the annals of elective history, 
The concealed purposes of the Holy Love 
Revealed in the coming to flesh, 
Numbering itself with the transgressors 
On the mean cross—lofty in lowliness— 
The dear divine paradox 
Of the holy manifestation. 
 
The dignity in dying, 
This holy unpatronage, uncondescension 
Fleshing itself for all eternity 
Becoming one with unjustified ungodliness, 
Bringing it to its elected glory 
And the inexhaustible inheritance 
Of perpetual participation in the Divine Nature. 
 
‘This’, they say—and they say well— 
‘Is the manifestation 
Of the only Authentic, the only True, 
(In fact) the One and Only 
Holy One’. 
 

The Only True (The True and the False) 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There is no truth apart from Him, 
The Creator and the Father and the King. 
Out of His speech which to us is primal 
Has come the truth of creation, the rising 
Of the high and lofty goal of God— 
Man to be His everlasting glory, 
Couched on the new heavenlies 
When they appear, the true supernal glory 
Bespeaking the essential Fatherhood, 
Lauding the Most High King 
In the maturing of the Family, 
The ultimate glorification. 
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Apart from Him there is no truth, 
All is contained in the Godhead 
And the creation emanating. 
‘Truth’, we say, ‘is the facts’, 
But there we are wrong. Facts must be true 
But facts are not the truth, not even when arranged, 
For they are but the facts. Suspended 
They hang in their places. We nod, 
Knowing the facts but not the truth. 
Not God who is the truth. He is true 
And His ways are the truth. 
All that is His in Him 
Is also the truth. 
 
Truth is the way things are, 
The way God made them, the way they go 
In the purposes of the Eternal. 
Rebellion cannot make untrue the true, 
But rebellion can distort, twist, disorientate 
And dislocate. What then is seen is not the truth 
But truth attacked. Dark movements of evil 
Seek to defile, suppress, obliterate, 
But this is impossible. Untruth 
Is the vain effort of the pitiful, 
The thin trifling of the peurile. 
Men in their distance from God are awed 
By the colossus of evil. They see grand lines, 
Vast contours of lofty grandeur, 
The glory of extended emotions 
And the turmoil of a riotous vortex, 
The meeting of dark racial memories 
In the high aria, the passionate interchange 
Of a grim opera until evil 
Seems noble in its massive onslaught, 
Drawing the wild ravings of the human spirit 
To the tumult of an impassioned catharsis. 
 
In the delusive mists of man’s half-mornings, 
In the dawn movements of the clouded mind, 
The ordinary seems significant; the movement 
Of minor creatures looms large 
As visions of the supernatural 
Invading the planet of men, enlarging 
The cramped dimensions of the myopic mind, 
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Opening casements to the brilliant beyond 
And expanding the confined spirit 
Until it breaks to some blazing shore 
Where God himself is awed, subdued 
By the new dimensions evil holds 
As though it created creation 
Beyond creation’s fixed confines 
Shattering the stern normality 
Of the unimaginative God. Pulse throbs, 
Breaking as it races to the wide dawn 
Of the new, the gladly illicit, 
The unconfined, the true breakout 
From the Deity’s parameters. 
 
So runs the illusion, so mists the mind 
From the darling deceits of the empty promise. 
God, it is thought, is tired with age, 
The millenniums find Him dull, weak, insipid, 
And the centuries are a ceaseless round 
Without more noble difference. How false! 
The powers of evil make themselves 
As rich and glorious in their bold array. 
New thought has broken from their fertile minds, 
And vistas fresh break on the sight 
Of universal longing. Men see the sweep 
Of coming grandeur, hope fecund, 
And liberated understanding. At men’s feet 
Are powers illimitable. None can stay 
From new horizons breaking full 
To the stimulated sight. So goes the song 
Bursting from evil’s endless promise. 
 
The Illusion of Evil Majesty: 
Red dragon with its tenfold heads, 
Its signs of power, septuple horns 
Snaking them all in noble might 
And towering in the sight of men 
Whose hearts admire strength. Great beasts 
Arising from the sea and land 
And regnant bright with prophecy 
As man has never seen or heard. 
No wonder then that wondering men 
Adore and worship what they see— 
Expression of their secret hearts’ 
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Mindset and cast they never dreamed 
Could be fulfilled in time— 
For evil has its noble frame 
That scoffs the ancient reign of God, 
Scorning the pristine powers and forms 
As static act and sterile thought 
And uncreative repetition. 
 
So runs the thought . . . a trinity 
Of foul impersonation 
Grips at the hearts of wondering man 
And sends the senses soaring high 
In passioned thought, imaginings 
That see the Deity deposed, 
And newer forms and richer things 
Rise from the noble powers of beasts, 
And prophets proud with ruddy things 
That gleam and glow and flow and throb 
Like tides that riot on some golden shore 
Hugging its form beloved to grip 
A higher point till mountain waves 
Attain their goal in breathless surge, 
So runs the thought. 
 
Men’s hopes are vain that trust untruth, 
That see a proud nobility 
In cast of dragon, looming beasts 
That dominate the gifts of men 
Reducing them to lower planes 
As though they were not likeness, 
And image true, of God Himself, 
And only playthings to their gods, 
The idols, lords and figures great 
Homeric in their statue. 
This is the lie, afflatus false 
That makes the gods the better truth 
Than Truth Itself, Himself. 
The lie unmasked deflates the god, 
Reduces lords to nothingness 
And idols to dull emptiness. 
The glory that man sees in them 
Projects from him, he extrajects 
The inner lust, the passion full 
Until the image glows and gleams 
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With preternatural elements. 
Thus love of gods is love of self 
That shrivels down in pettiness 
To soulless mindlessness. 
 
Think not the false is powerless 
To wreak its will of hellishness 
Upon the world of men. No war that grows, 
No genocide, no anger deep or bitterness 
But springs from lie to lie, from false to false 
Perversion of authentic truth 
Compounding falsity. To live the lie 
Brings death to life, and life’s decay 
Brings nothingness, the empty form 
Of ghostly shape, fatuity, 
Substantial loss where ebbs away 
Humanity that was but is no more. 
This the triumph of the lie 
The bastard truth, the hollow ploy 
That fashions deity in air, 
Mendacious lords that twist the truth 
Plying their unveracious trade 
To draw men’s wondering gaze to them 
Who dearly love the fantasy 
Of anti-God fallaciousness. 
 
Lie has no words that fit its set 
For words are born of truth; they spring 
From that which is reality. The lie that grips 
Is poison vine, is parasite 
Upon its host, unwilling truth, 
Seeking to hoax the thoughtful mind. 
Lie makes its claim upon those words 
As though it has reality. 
Men give to nothing substance, form; 
They give it glory, grandeur full 
Where grandeur is non est. 
No wonder then that men become 
The ghosts of what they were. 
No wonder then they hollowed are 
With vapoured look and vacant eyes, 
Words chattering on without the deeds 
To correlate the thoughts they note 
As anthropothic truth. 
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What then of God? What then of truth? 
What then of plain reality? 
Does falsehood give the lie to truth, 
And death make life to be its death? 
Is God bewildered by the flush 
Of swirling hollow emptiness? 
Does void become the richer thing 
Than verity immutable? 
The fancies painted on the air, 
The scrawls and scrolls of twisted truth 
Bring joy inane, gleeful delight 
Where nothing weaves its warp and woof 
To clothe the naked vacuous blank 
Called lie’s reality, to hide the 
Disembogued despair. Frivolity 
Is grimmest hell where vacant eyes 
Are destitute, where wasted dreams 
Dissolve into vacuity. 
This is the substance of the lie! 
 
Then upward look! 
The verity has never changed. 
The truth is plain, the truth is pure 
And all angelic powers combine 
To spread that truth abroad. 
Celestial might is not in power 
That naked lies and naked works, 
But in the truth that unassailed 
Imprints itself upon the minds 
And in the hearts of men. All nature cries, 
‘There must be truth as must be God 
As all must be reality’. The ghosts of lies 
Hover as unreality, or turn 
To slither in their own abyss 
Faulted forever by the word 
That issues from God’s lips— 
The truth of the Eternal. 
 
Nor valiant less than angels is 
The man who wrestles on that Cross 
Revealing the verity of God 
As gracing love and loving grace. 
Not only is creation’s love 
Revealed in all creation’s things 
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But in the battle on the plains— 
The plane of conflicts with the powers 
Who seek to give the lie to God— 
He draws his sword of naked truth 
And hacks the hell from falsity 
Prising its vaunted empty boasts 
From beast to beast, from lie to lie 
Until deceit exposed, unmasked 
Is seen, its trivial tasks 
As husks upon a mighty sea 
Tossed as some foolish flotsam floats 
Inordinate in inanity. 
 
There is no greatness in the lie, 
No grandeur in the falsity. 
Vast empires built by evil’s might 
Dissolve the moment verity 
Reveals herself. The systems vast 
Construed by lies are in a moment gone 
And closes in the air 
Where once they seemed to be. 
Normality resumes her suit 
With timeless truth. The Judge 
Consigns the lie to deathful death, 
Whilst in heavens new and aeons fresh 
Arise in quiet serenity 
Where once the battle raged. 
It is no more, the futile claim, 
The vaunted boast, the sneering glance 
That revels in its counterpart 
Of truthless verity: the cruelty 
Of truth denied to truth required 
Is stilled forever. In its place 
The Holy City of our God, 
Serene in timeless purity 
And joyous holiness. The truth 
Is grace on grace and love on love 
Revealed by cross and tomb and throne 
And centred in the Father’s Lamb 
Who battled pride, impurity, 
The beastliness of prophet vile 
And dragon horned and diademed 
Until the mists dissolved 
And evil all unmasked with fearful cry 
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Found the deep abyss of its pitted self 
And dark obscurity. 
 
The Truth has risen, and in His wings 
The healing is, the dawn anew 
The promise true abounds. 
Arms rise, hands stretch in awesome joy 
And in the spirit of the child 
Free flows the worship that adores 
And loves the reigning Truth. In him 
The light abounds in soft but brilliant ray— 
The life of men 
And light of the eternal day. 

 

God with Us 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

God with us—our Immanuel. 
How can this be? How can God 
Become our flesh, how can He 
Deign or delight to be as us 
With all our sorrows, all our pain, 
Facing the evil we face 
As human flesh and blood? 
 
How can He? This we know not. 
What we know is that He has 
In Christ become as us—our flesh is His— 
Though flesh of Him has not our sin. 
Yet all its pain is His. He feels 
The burden of the human race. 
He knows within Himself 
The shame it bears, the guilt of sin, 
Its shattered glory and its joy 
Lost in the murk of failure. 
 
Dear Loving Father, noblest God, 
We thank you for the gift of Him— 
Immanuel—Who came that Christmastide 
In veil of living flesh, cradled for us, 
Then crucified in cruelty. 
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This Day we see the crown above 
The cradle and the cross. 
We weep with joy to know 
That you have crowned our flesh 
With glory of Immanuel. 
Within our hearts He is your seal 
Of our eventual glory. 
 
Glory to you O Father of all love, 
Glory to You our own Immanuel, 
And glory Spirit for Your gift 
Of Him within our hearts, 
Our own dear intimate Immanuel. 

That We Might Be Sons 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This was His desire 
Born of the timeless experience— 
The total-being Son 
Of the Eternal Father— 
His desire that the created humanity— 
When as yet outside of time and uncreated— 
Should have its destination set 
And arrive at the high calling 
(Sharing the lofty privilege) 
Of being the true sons 
Of the Eternal Father. 
 
At first sight we are indifferent, 
Uncomprehending, yet sagely nodding, 
Agreeing with faint patronage 
That sonship is acceptable. 
‘Agreed!’ we say, presupposing 
That this is what must really be. 
How else? This thing Creator Lord must do. 
We speak as though we comprehend 
The essence of true filial being. 
Our insouciance betrays 
The chronic ignorance of the stunted mind, 
The stultified intelligence, 
The lack-lustre state and being 
Of self-bedizened minds. 
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This apathy of lethargic spirits 
Articulates the unthinking 
Of the self-destroying ego. 
Were we such sons as presupposed— 
In careless mediocre thought— 
Then we would be different. We would blaze 
Into reality of being; be amazed 
By the sudden alerting 
From a legion of graces, 
A multitude of potent penetrations. 
 
Though not in the mystery of Eternal Being— 
Sonship was generate though uncreated 
Being the outflow of ontologic Fatherhood. 
Thus was the dynamic Filial unveiled 
In the Family-entity of the Benign— 
The incorporate Tri-Unity, 
The indivisible Oneness of the Godhead— 
Sonship flowed out (as ever, as ever), 
The Eternal Expression (the powerful Word) 
Of the perpetual and expressed Paternal. 
Who tastes the sweets, the mysterious inner substance 
Of illicit love trembles—so to speak— 
On the edge of the authentic love 
(Illicit is the unauthentic) 
As one peers at the amazing revelation 
Of treasures lost to tired paupers 
Now scrabbling for sustaining food 
On the dust heaps of impoverished cities. 
 
Somewhere—we say—confronting humanity 
Are the undreamed of and enriching resources 
Fit for the true nobility of man, 
With talk of royalty (once lost) renewed, 
As also strongest sovereignty restored. 
This, then, is what the peering eyes beheld 
(Trembling in astonished unbelieving joy) 
In the realm of incomprehensible grace, 
That is to say they beheld 
The restored sonship in the essential Paternal. 
 
‘Peering’, (we said above), ‘at the amazing revelation’, 
We were correct. Sonship given in the dawn— 
The brilliant dawn of created reality 
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And true invincible sonship, yet shattered 
By the heady endeavour to out-god God 
By Godding the creature, Man—this sonship 
Was born of Creator–Father, Creator–Son, 
And Creator–Spirit: was born 
In the amazing dimensions of human flesh, 
As Mediator–Creator (the Eternal Son): 
Implanted the eternal Filial relationship 
In the bosom of the God-breathed anthropos, 
The spawn of the Immutable Agape. 
 
Sonship is the deepest mystery. It is the simplest: 
A heart yearning for the Immortal Breast: 
The implanted longing, which, if denied, 
Twists its own object to perverse subject 
And heightens anger at the self-denial 
Of its own true habitat, its essential nexus 
With the undeniable Fatherhood (now self-refused) 
Until the self-denied self arches away 
In convulsive dichotomy, striving 
To be and not to be—essential negation 
Of the unrejectable ego. 
 
Into this twisted monstrosity, 
The aeon of self-preserving, this non-son being, 
Came the incarnate Filial, the Sonship, 
Warm flesh of warm woman, true anthropos 
And authentic human being emerging 
From the intimate conception of the Son–Spirit 
Until the masked mystery, the immutable Truth— 
Along with the eternal Grace— 
Stood as earthy human, the palpable revelation 
Of the Sonship, and the equivalent Fatherhood. 
 
Walked, we say, in true flesh—truer 
Than the untrue, the reversed humanity— 
Where the Palestinian dust drifts down, 
And the animate Dust of the eternal Father 
Cries for its filial consummation, 
The Father–Son agape, the eternal relation 
Of the true Eternal and the beleaguered filial 
Dying in its homing endeavour, 
Like plaintive gull with wrecked radar 
Ceaselessly circling. 
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Not only in the streets where fugitives 
Pressed his tired flesh with plaintive pleading, 
Nor on the serried hills with silent watching 
They heard the human accents, the word 
As ancient as the dry rocks and more; 
But far more richly in the splatting gouts 
Of the blooded Golgotha rocks, 
Each released dribble of the pulsed living 
Pregnant in the silence of dying, 
Crying out the sheer wonder 
Of others-serving Sonly-being, 
The full identification of soteric Sonship 
With lost prodigal being 
Of the self-rejecting filial, that flesh sonship 
Of the created humanity 
Calling itself cheated, 
And rising to Cross-anger. 
 
This is the round-eyed wonder 
Of the gaping audience—anger stilled, 
Rioting rage now muted— 
The stunned silence of the incredulous crowd. 
‘Never man’, they said, ‘did as this one, 
Died as has he. Never seen before 
Was the unretaliation, the staring affection, 
And the launching love of those eyes’. 
Memory flashed back to the pristine Paradise 
(The thief in a trice of breathings was there) 
Where heart met Heart, and son its Father, 
And the reality of the perpetual sonship 
Lay in the initiating and responsive Paternal. 
 
Not only in the grave’s uprising, 
And in the splendid Sonship—peerless, fearless— 
The showing forth of the Father’s attestation, 
But also in the ascended glory—Divine acceptance— 
Sonship was rendered visible, 
But even more—in the coming of the Son–Spirit, 
The Creator–Agent, the love-flooding Holy Ghost— 
Was the conveyed sonship, the total renewal, 
The freshly implanted filial reborn, 
Where the lost sonship in drear tyranny 
Had enslaved the bitter and angry anthropos. 
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This now is his desire—desire of the Son 
At one with the purpose of the Father— 
That we might see sonship in Sonship, 
The release of the pure and pristine love 
Delineating the stimulated illicit affection 
In tawdry tones and ineffective peurility. 
The revelated sonship evokes the cry 
Of our inexpressible yearning and fulfilment 
In the one authentic and liberating plea— 
Flesh joined to Godhead, Father and Son 
By the inward-crying Spirit— 
‘Abba! O Abba! Abba! O Abba!’, 
As the filial finds its true home, 
Recovering its inalienable self, 
Forever! 

The Inner Law 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

‘In the heart’, said God, ‘I will write the law’. 
In the heart! What then the law? 
What is its substance, its reality? 
To the lawless mind, law is an alien thing, 
Haughty and harsh, wholly demanding, 
A blight upon the free spirit, 
The overbearing weight 
Of intolerable tyranny. 
 
Law is the keen lance piercing, 
Causing the inner dichotomy, 
The deepening division of the mind, 
The troublesome turmoil, the conflict 
Awakening the heart to strange obedience 
Whilst the will rebels. Incited it flames 
To high indignation, a dashing tide 
That pounds its indignation 
Against the indifferent shore. 
 
Somewhere—in the undisturbed serenity, 
In the primal time, the true tranquillity— 
The spirit had blossomed, burgeoning 
In the high singing rhapsody 
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Of the free spirit. In that deep time— 
The self undivided—the heart ranged 
In the ripening liberty, the fluent freedom 
Of the perennial spirit, the cool freshness 
Of its natural being. 
 
Law then, as law, was not, 
Was not the onerous overburden, 
The ruthless insistence, the sombre overspread 
Of the grim mandate, the stern demanding 
Of the insistent tyrant. This would be later, 
When the glory of free creation 
Would dim as a rheostat 
Causes the brilliance to be overcome 
By the stolid darkness, 
The sullen heaviness 
Of the conquering guilt. 
 
The race knows it, universally is aware 
Of the high leap of the primal person 
To flight the spirit beyond itself, 
Breaking out in its illicit endeavour, 
Lofting itself beyond the ken of man, 
Drawing in imperious endeavour 
To the celestial throne, heighting itself 
To the level of Deity, scorning 
Itself as divine image, despising 
The innate and dynamic glory, 
Casting away in that hubris moment 
The essential humanity, trading it 
For the new demi-deity, making 
An idol of the given glory. ‘Image’, it demands, 
‘Must become reality—essential Deity’. 
 
The high leap, the impetuous flush, 
The giddy autonomy, the clash 
Of high occultic powers, the new knowledge 
That heightened the strains of contemplation, 
That bellied out the proud sails 
Of the fleeting endeavour—these were the elements 
That brought the sickening terror 
To the haughty heart, bearing down 
As though to thrust the liberated spirit 
To the inevitable abyss, to reverse 
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The lofting to falling, the brilliant to dullness, 
Whilst around are the encapsulating chains, 
Ruthlessly binding. 
 
Thus came the law, the dry mandate, 
The sterile command, the wholly indifferent principle, 
The threatening and unlovely demand. 
And with it the rageful spirit, the rebel heart 
Inciting itself to high hatred. Wrathful forever 
At the high legality, it pounded its fists, 
Trembling in its shaking anger, 
Inept in its moral impotence. 
 
Here in the long humantime, 
In the imperious terrestrial endeavour, 
Nothing has succeeded. The high hopes 
That would break in the immediate shining 
Of a perpetual dawning dull to sullenness, 
To the dreary despair of defeated spirit. 
Always the lowering clouds of law, 
The turbulent mutterings of thunder 
And the energetic rumblings 
Of forensic antagonism. The sudden flashings 
Portend the judgments to come. 
It is an old theme. Man wearily 
Shakes his head in dubiety. 
He would gladly be shot 
Of the interminable tangle, 
The yearning for the lofting, 
The knowledge of the inevitable abyss. 
Shortly his rages return, his impotent fists 
Battering the metallic skies, 
The heart hardening in relentless rage, 
In God-hatred, and man-and-creation despising. 
 
The saga is long, the mind droops, 
Wilting in the hopeless endeavour, 
The lethal shades draw out, 
Lengthening about the shadowed spirit. 
Only the guilt is dynamic, denying death 
To the oppressed heart, enlivening conscience, 
Doing its damning work until acid 
Corrodes the original humanity, 
Pressing it to demeaning self-disgust 
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And dry ceaseless remorsing. 
Into this arena he comes—law-become-flesh, 
God-become-man, love-become-love— 
To parade to the astonished fellowship of flesh 
The delight of law, the ecstasy of submission, 
True devotion to obedience, the astonishment 
Of authentic humility, the living substance 
Of essential law. The surprisements 
Beat on the encompassed spirits 
Like sudden dews in dry deserts, 
Reviving the wearied soul. Dawn’s banners 
Send out lively hopes, streams break 
Into the endless aridity, oases 
Flush into wide compassings 
Of the sere spirit. Flushings flow— 
Criks become creeks, creeks rivers— 
Until lakes shimmer fresh loveliness 
And fertility burgeons. New life 
Is seen in the lawful man; 
The true spirit, the servantly obedience, 
The dire cross, the emergent resurrection. 
 
Love writes itself into the inner being, 
Inscribes its reality in the secret heart. 
Love unveils itself in entrancing loveliness 
As authentic law, the viable obedience. 
As the true way of ‘things as they really are’. 
Suddenly it captivates the mind, convincing 
That it is undeniable truth, the reality 
That always was. Only guilt obscured 
Love become law—law always love. 
Only the embittered heart in perversity 
Missed the high calling, the true vocation, 
The liberating love. 
 
‘In the heart’, said God, ‘I will write my law’. 
Written indelibly it is forever. 
To the rebellious, the angry, the perverse 
The writing is painful, inciting the opposition. 
For men of grace it is the delightful inscribing, 
The way of life, the inscripturation 
Of the obedience motivating obedience. 
The sheer delight of functional loving. 
The true and appropriate way of man-living 
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And God-loving. The heart worships— 
Rejecting the former indifference, 
Delighting in the warm embrace 
Of the Family’s Father, the elder Brother, 
And the love enduing Spirit. 
Love has come and with it law, 
The true law of love. 

Comes the Forgetfulness 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Comes the forgetfulness, often, 
When in our dreams we dream again 
Other than visions given by God— 
Dreams that He gave in night 
For our living by day— 
Dreams that we can accomplish, 
Heights we can climb, 
Gifts we can use 
Wherever man is found. 
 
In this our love and compassion, 
This purity and obsession 
With suffering man, we would give, 
We would heal the wounded world 
Which, seemingly, God has neglected. 
We would bring the message of love 
Through our human loves and pitying. 
We would renew the whole world. 
 
So we work, and so we strive, 
Sometimes it is in the lonely night, 
The heart-breaking dawn, the reality 
Of the glaring day. We work and ply 
The gifts and graces that we have 
Without recourse to heaven. 
 
See then the anger come, 
The bitterness, the fist shaking 
At unfeeling heaven. The recourse 
To our resources. The endeavour 
To fill out the needs of man— 
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The horizontal needs in all that is 
Between earth and sky. 
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Lord, teach us of this foolishness: 
Teach us to know no river flows 
From us, from what we are, 
And where we are. Teach us 
That the eternal source is You and You alone, 
But You in all Your grace 
For all this needy world. 
 
Lord, lift us in the vertical, 
Lift us from the horizontal; 
Help us from there above, 
Seated as we are in heavenlies, 
To see and know our human selves, 
Our limitations, yet the graces given 
To have compassion in the world of man. 

Am I Immutable? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Mutable, or immutable? 
Alterable or unalterable? 
Mutate or immutate? 
This is the question that burns my mind, 
Sending me into teared nights 
And weeping mornings, moods dark 
Under the desperate joyfulness 
That I show to the curious world 
Pressing about me. 
 
Am I the victim of myself? 
Is then the child stern father 
Of the matured man? Or does the leopard 
Miraculously change his spots, the dark Nubian 
The glossy sleekness of his skin? 
Am I the steady product of my thoughts, 
Doomed to be bound forever 
In the circus circle of my trotting mind, 
As noble beast I follow the eternal round? 
 
Is there no break for me, 
No sudden escape from the closing solemnity, 
The encircling insistence of my mind 
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Bearing upon me in its inevitable closure, 
Reducing me to what I saw? 
Is hell then the release of me 
Into me as I always was, and must 
I thus be, thus always be? 
This is the terror that causes sweat 
To break from the weeping pores 
Through nights insatiable. 
 
Does then the guilt forever claim me 
Beyond mercy’s call, or grace’s recall? 
And have my holy walls been breached 
To tear the spirit down, bring ruin and despair 
In everlasting dereliction? Was that the cry 
He uttered on his wooden cross, 
A cry that swept into the storm 
Of his own mind, to be forever lost 
Upon some blasted waste, some high-flung gale 
That swept it on to hell 
As a muttered babbling? 
 
Are breaches once made within the soul 
Forever irreparable? 
Do derelicts—their ragged heads 
Arrested in motion, frozen in space— 
Remain immutable sentinels 
Over the irreversible history 
Of their own defection? Tears denied 
Are they ossified immutability? 
 
These questions I mutter to myself, 
Seated in trams and trains and cars, 
Thinking at nights upon my bed, 
Snatching the fierce pleasure of a hateful joy, 
Filling the moments with defiant laugh, 
Or pliant to heaven on faithless knees, 
Knowing the dice are stacked against me, 
Knowing the inevitability of faith 
And cursing the fixating Deity. 
 
Times are when even fate is weak, 
God’s smiling through His dappling sun, 
And summer chuckles in its pleasant days 
And dreamy surfs cream up against the sands, 
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Retreating with flirting laugh and twinkling smile 
To come again with joy. Then think I 
‘It’s not immutable, unalterable 
And inexorable. It changes, 
Beaming through with hope, 
Shafting my inner heart with light, 
Dissolving the castle derelict 
In a moving mist, illuminating 
The rigid darkness with the plumes 
Of love’s irresistible light’. 
 
Yet in the moment of unspeakable hope 
Tolls gloomily again the bell, 
Clangs painfully its scarcely muffled note, 
And the sun has gone and the gold foreshore 
Is swept with dismal waves 
That beat in an agony of darkful doom 
On the darker rocks, the stern heads 
Of an unenterable bay. I die again, 
Wrapped in the inevitability of fate, 
Settled derelict in mind, immutable. 
 
Once in the intolerable agony, 
Once immutate in the fixed circle 
Of guilt and fate, act and consequence, 
I stumbled upon the crudity 
Of wooden cross and hangéd man, 
Stark in its foolishness of time. 
Pathetic in its claim of human dynamism, 
Purporting to solve the ceaseless mystery 
But being a scandal in itself, the consequence 
Of love that pitted its puny powers 
At rigid fate, fixed inevitably 
In the hope—even the insistence— 
Of authentic escape, emancipation planned 
In the mercy depths of the Eternal— 
The Mind that minded man. 
 
In the bewildering insistence 
Of the crude cross, the dry timbers, 
I paused in my passionate desires, 
Wept tears from the inner caverns stored. 
Let cries’ ill encircle that cross 
And bled life out on the dried drippings 
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Of Golgotha’s stone. Hands scrabbled, 
Pleading the incredible liberation, 
Hope scorching hope into black cinders 
Even as hope cried fresh again. 
 
Out of the misted mysterious heavens— 
The place where gloomed fate rules rigidly— 
Swept the encircling Spirit, shekinah pure; 
It bore itself into the recesses 
Of my immutated mind, bearing 
The bloody evangel, the curse’s curse 
Shrivelling my anti-hope, blasting my doom, 
Cracking wide open the unbending despair, 
Liberating the ensconced inner heart 
Battened about with the dreadful logic— 
Guilt’s ancient and unalterable doom. 
 
Of this new liberty I will say little, 
But much I will say of the lease of suffering 
My Lord took of the implacable fates. 
Suff’ring they insist upon, but do not know 
Its powers to defeat the past and ensure 
The mutable future. They do not know 
Love’s darling fate is mutability. 
We know who know that in the cross— 
The cragged timbers of the passionate love— 
Love’s fountains break and crash 
On unsuspecting flesh, the surprise 
Of grace’s inevitable delight 
That pain produced like gleaming gold 
Made pure in the crucible of pain 
As love-in-flesh battles the unchangeable elements 
To unchanging change. Love’s hands 
Clasped the dead fingers of a fated race, 
Suffering the suffering in a noble hour, 
Reversing its cycle of immutable doom. 
 
Come then the power of that Cross, 
Come then the joyful Spirit on the wing 
And the whole is changed; the guilt quivers down 
To an immutable nothing. Hope flares its rescue lights 
Over the wild wastes of former lostness, 
Stamping their impotence on the false endeavour 
To entrap the beloved flesh of man. 
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God’s mind’s delight breaks chuckling 
Into the belated mind of man, breaking 
The chains of imagined inevitability, 
Liberating to changeful choice 
And brilliant motivation. 
 
No longer then the immutable, 
For only of all is love immutable. 
The old becomes the new, the new is free 
To newer be. What was is not, what is was not 
Except in form. Under the form the dynamic change, 
The new creation—the old created new— 
The slant of things has changed, the slant renewed 
Brings the authentic truth to light, 
And light brings life, life’s actions 
In the movingly mutable man. 
The new shapes up to the eternal cast, 
The purpose of Deity for man 
In the bright glory of the palpable Son, 
The die that is cast for the glorified flesh, 
The goal of the eternal purpose, 
Joyful humanity forever 
With the joyful Creator–Father. 

Crossless Humanity 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The humanity we know and see 
Is bland—a vast blank mass. 
Active but pointless, striving, achieving, 
But in the ultimate gaining nothing, 
Receding to a mumbling 
And a dumb end. 
 
In their own thinking and estimation 
Theirs is high achievement, 
These are memorable things, 
Accomplishments for posterity, 
Things at which to marvel, 
But as for reality—the eternal truth— 
There is nothing. There is only the agreement— 
The serious solemn agreement— 
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That things done are not trite, 
But noble, worthy of praise 
By the coming posterity. 
 
There are in fact noble things, 
Buildings, their furniture, 
Great traditions based on an aristocracy 
That builds until it moulders, 
That moulders until it builds, 
And the high concepts are perpetuated 
By the same solemn agreement, 
The high halls of art, the literature, 
The agreed value of it all, 
Without humour on the one hand 
Or a whimper of disillusionment on the other. 
 
Thinking it all over, you can see 
That the brilliance of the human mind and wit 
Are the vestigal remains 
Of a once gifted humanity, 
A noble race of eternal ilk 
Compressed into its temporal creation, 
Its human form akin to God, 
Given high destiny and significant office, 
Designed to impress upon a rich creation 
Nobility of design and action— 
Man’s true stewardship 
And lofty being. 
 
We must pass the oft-repeated tale 
Of the sad diminution of high endeavour, 
The demise of true humanity, the emergence 
Of a counterfeit, a false race 
With equally emerging new values, 
The concerted lie of the agreed racial body 
That less than true god-manners 
Was to be applauded, be expected, 
Be lived and wholly perpetuated. 
 
The loss of true being was not mourned. 
Induced amnesia claimed this emergent seed 
So that mind-blinds were pulled 
And memories were blanked. 
Until the bland came to claim the whole 
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And the death was counted life, 
And the lifeless perpetuated itself. 
 
My first new perspective came 
From the Golgothic Hill, the place 
Where bland humanity received the strokes 
Of the required judgment. 
Here, in the passion of the Man of God, 
Earth received that visitation 
That shocked its soul to truth, 
Awakened it from its vast delusions, 
Dazed it with new revelations, 
And plunged it into dire confrontation. 
Heart’s passion of its God—volcanic— 
Broke on the silence of the bland deception 
And revelation’s love in holy passion. 
 
Once more the human race is set upon 
The path of lofty calling, the high office 
And the divine dignity, the vocation 
That partners it with God. 
The new dynamic clears amnesia’s mists 
And makes the human race to know 
The blazing love, the pure intent, 
The Holy passion 
Of the Golgothic God. 

Where Shall I Go? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Where shall I go if he be not there? 
Where go beneath or on high 
If there be for me no rugged cross 
Hung ’twixt that earth and sky? 
 
What shall I take from all his limbs, 
His heart and mind awry? 
What shall I take if he be not there, 
If he be not likely to die? 
 
Where shall my sins find resting place 
If not ’twixt criminal pair? 
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Where shall pollution find its purge 
If not in conscience fair? 
 
How shall I know my heart in peace 
If he’s not torn in pain, 
Writhe with the deadly guilt of mine 
Purging eternal shame? 
 
How shall I find the Father God 
If he’s not thrust away? 
How shall I flee the tolling night 
If he not make it day? 
 
‘How?’, ‘When?’ and ‘Why?’ my heart cries out. 
‘Here!’ cries the voice from the hill. 
‘Here, where I hang, your death I die; 
Here is your pain and ill. 
 
‘Down in my tomb you die with me, 
Deep in my grave you lie, 
This is the “Where?” that you burst the tomb, 
Rise with me when I rise. 
 
‘Where shall you go if I be not here 
Riveted on this Tree? 
Nowhere to go, nowhere to live, 
No true humanity. 
 
‘But if I die, but if I rise, 
But if I cleave the sky, 
You too shall die, you too shall live, 
You too ascend on high.’ 
 
Where shall I go if he be not there? 
Where go below or above 
If there be for me no rugged cross 
Hung ’twixt that earth and sky? 
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The Healing from the Wounding 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This is the impediment, 
The object beneath the hardness, 
The formed anguish, 
The unresolved bitterness, the fostered thing 
Of unforgiveness. At first it was born in anger, 
Conceived suddenly of the committed injustice, 
Gestated in the womb of thought 
And concealed forever. Time’s healing 
Seemed good enough, seemed covering. 
The anger had faded from its outward acts 
But within the will was strong. Alive, 
It kept its attitude, insisting perpetually 
That somehow justice must be done. 
 
Down in the labyrinthine depths 
Time captures nothing from itself. 
What was is yet to be, and always is 
Where love’s true solvent is denied. 
Nothing dissolves or dissipates, 
But in the cavernous depths the darkness grows, 
Enveloping the life, choking the breath, 
Replacing the required vitality 
With creeping cancer, subsuming all 
The good in the bitterness. 
Harsh protest spreads, embracing all 
Until existence is no longer life, 
But life without life. 
 
Come the brilliance of his forgiveness, 
Come the high cry of his painful cross 
And the evil cowers in its darkful self, 
Fearing the liberation of the wondering spirit 
Who hears the footfalls of grace, 
The cascading abundance 
Of the terminal forgiveness. 
High cry, reaching down touches depths 
Hitherto unreached by the form of truth, 
The mere rationale of the forgiveness matter. 
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The form of grace is impotent 
Without the substance, the dynamic reality. 
 
Forgiveness is love in love. 
Where forgiving is a law, and love is not 
Gripping the spirit and the heart 
Then pardon is a legal thing, a law object 
Issuing from mind but not heart. 
Deep down the root is seated firm 
Of the spreading and encroaching bitterness. 
Here all the acids wait their dreadful hour, 
That point in time where harsh corrosion 
Erodes the proud edifice of holy man, 
Making him slave to bitterness and hate, 
Increasing the raging anger and 
Filling out the pain. 
 
Whose eyes can see the anguish of the cross, 
Whose ears can hear the gouts upon the stones, 
The dripping, pounding blood of willing flesh 
And hear the high cry of dereliction? 
’Tis he who hears alone can understand; can know 
The high and anguished cost of grace. 
He traces pain to its dark death 
In angry sinful roots that grip the heart 
And bid its hardness set for time 
And all eternity. 
 
Sometimes the godly child who hates 
And feeds the anger—oil to flame— 
Pauses to watch and even shares the feast 
Which man calls eucharist—the feast of praise, 
Remembrance of the toil of love, 
Golgotha’s drama of authentic love 
When Son and Father (Spirit too) 
Dissolved the inner hell of man 
And placed him in new paradise— 
’Tis then the heart should weep for love, 
Abandoning its hold on memory’s lot, 
Forgiving because forgiven, loving from love 
And liberating where its self is free. 
 
‘Should weep for love’, we say, but if 
The weeping is suppressed, the hate 
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Is left untouched, and anger reigns afresh, 
Then grace is full denied. The heart 
Hardens beyond its former will 
And darkness turns its partial light 
To deeper blackness than before. 
This is the state that Paul calls ‘ill’; 
A spreading sickness and the sleep of death 
That steals upon these wrathful ones 
Who sin against the healing death 
As though it had not been. 
This judgment stern is not for those 
Whose ears have never heard the Cross, 
Whose hearts as yet have not been warmed 
By the high grace of Suffering Son 
And ever-loving Father. Had they but heard 
They would have let the anger go, 
Bitterness would turn to sweet 
And all dark chains would fall away, 
Effecting the dazzling liberty. 
 
Come then to love! Come in this hour 
To celebrate the festival of love, 
The full forgiving of the loving God 
That takes the heart to sweetness swift 
And floods the depths with holy joy; 
Such love within its turn forgives 
And heals the hurts that caused the pain 
And neutralises all the gall, 
And sweetens what was bitterness. 
How rich release! What freedom full! 
Release from God and man and self 
Into such reconciliation full 
That all the world is one. 
 
Then spring to life the gifts of God, 
Then dissipates paralysis 
As powers emancipated pour 
Their aid to graces now restored 
To pristine purpose; these aides of love 
Reveal the purpose of creation’s powers 
And set the heart a-throb with life. 
 
How could the enlivened spirit brood 
On wounds and hurts and sorrows old 
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When Christ has borne these all to death 
And full annihilation? How can our eyes 
Behold the passion of our God 
And still deny the purpose of his blood? 

Where Lay His Head? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Safe in their nests the snuggling birds, 
Deep in its lair, protected in its hole, 
The fox cub often hunts, or hunted is; 
But on the broad face of his own created earth 
Christ roams without a place to lay his head. 
 
To lay his head?! But Martha’s house was his, 
And Peter’s, too, and others loved him fair. 
How say we then he has no lair, no nest, 
No place secure, no love from friends? 
He walked on earth as love embodied! 
 
They loved with passionate love who lived so close, 
Who heard the rich voice cry out the truth 
And saw the dear body break and bleed 
On the cross of cruel strain; they loved 
Until their hearts of pain wept tears. 
 
And yet it’s true—the cruelty of men 
Bound in Adamic hate and fear, they cannot cry 
‘Come gracious Lord and dwell in me!’ 
They turn upon their lusts of life 
And spurn the Holy One who loves. 
 
I, too, know somewhat of the fear. 
I know the rejection of the words I speak, 
And in my nightly dreams I feel 
The sadness of the hostile hearts 
That scorn the love I long to give. 
 
This is the fellowship of ours, 
The walking in the lonely place with him, 
But yet secure in compassionate pain, 
Knowing rejection does not condemn 
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But helps to make me one with him. 
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The Word for Such Utterance 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The Word that was spoken; 
The great word of God—prophetic, 
Powerful, creative, living, sustaining— 
This was the word, the Father’s heart. 
Uttered at creation’s time; it knew creation 
From the unseen nothingness 
To the fullest glory—the accomplished creation 
And in its fullness—man: 
Man the image of the Eternal God, 
Son of the loving Father. 
 
Without this word—this ‘sound in the garden’— 
Man was bereft, lonely, denied his true day, 
That of listener, that of responder. 
This was his life—to listen and to hear 
And then respond—response was his life, 
His living way of being. No word of God, 
Then no true humanity; no true being. 
To hear was to know and to know 
Was to live, eager, intent upon the communicating word, 
At one, in union with the Father. 
 
Then a word there was spoken— 
In the primal peace, the initial joy, 
The ceaseless serenity. (God is all joy, 
All delight, all heart, all peace: 
To know him is to know and live as Him— 
Joy, peace, goodness and beauty.) 
The voice—the other voice, insinuating and subtle— 
Spoke into the primality, spoke new ideas, 
Creative insemination, indicating boundless deity 
To the limits of set humanity. The voice was powerful, 
Suggesting a new humanity, new being, 
New boundlessness of spirit and of being, 
Undreamt-of dimensions; 
The word suggested this, 
The word of the creative beautiful, 
The knowledgeable wisdom 
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Entrancing the woman, 
Promising godhead.  
Now the true word—the sound in the Garden— 
Was the dreaded utterance, the terrifying call, 
The word of judgment, the statement of doom, 
The love intolerable—love that was torment— 
The word that called to the beloved 
But brought goodness and truth, 
Light and life where death had visited. 
In the midst of death life is the word; 
The rejected word sent the knell of doom 
Where to life is the true word, 
The word of irresistible love.  
After that the words many, 
Words of the dark homes, promises false, 
Words born in the dark depths of minds, 
Words prophetic, echoing the true 
But false in their origin. Words grasping at hope— 
Hope that is hopeless, built on perversion, 
The imagined liberation of the self-emancipated creature. 
Words that would bid man build his towers 
To reach and attack and take 
The ramparts of immortality, 
Thus quenching the insatiable thirst 
Of the many-terrored creature, 
The dread and desire of the mind, 
The stone-deaf hearts resisting the word, 
Resisting the recall to life 
And its eternal renewal. 
 
The word that came to The People; 
Seed of old Abraham, seed of new Jacob, 
Seed of the holy sons, the seed elect, 
Hearing the word of covenant and of law, 
The word of true grace and loving kindness 
’Stablishing the new hearers, the new union, 
Refurbishing the old stock, 
The sons of the living God. Father–Word, 
Entrancing—or creating—the true family. 
 
Word of the prophets, promising 
The new covenant where dulled the old, 
New King–Messiah, new David’s reign, 
Where drooped the old through idols senseless 
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And substitute words. The promise fresh 
Of a new dawn and the clear void, 
Clearing in primal time, speaking straight 
To the hungered and bewildered beast. 
Word of the prophets, word of the Lord 
Immutable promise bringing hope to birth 
From grace unveiled, free boundless love. 
 
The Word Himself, the new word— 
Ancient as creation’s utterance, more ancient still 
But newer than all that’s new 
Before time ages it—the eternal new, 
The uncompromised word, word of the Lord 
Which is the Lord Himself: living word 
Fleshed in the life of Nazarene man, 
Word uttered by the Spirit in the world, 
Uttered into true fleshness, the authentic humanity 
Being word utteral in man the true, 
To be the race of man. 
 
The word of the ancients—the elect people, 
The prophets, priests and kings, the true saints 
Of the given Kingdom—these were the words given; 
Mouthed by the elect children but given by God; 
But now the Word was complete; 
Messiah himself, the living humanised word 
Filling out and establishing the good news, 
The true news of grace—this the everlasting word 
Complete through the work accomplished, 
Total but not undynamic, not settled in form 
But powerful in its reality, the living truth 
Brought by the Spirit to the inner man, 
Establishing the word in his depths—forever. 
This is the fruit, the true fruit, the Pentecostal, 
Liberating humanity at its source, 
Establishing it in (and by) 
The word of truth loosed. This constitutes 
The true humanity, the established anthropos. 
The hearing and knowing union— 
Of the flesh fallen and redeemed—with God. 
 
Then the new community becomes 
The prophetic people: not hearers only, 
But the true proclaimers. These are they 
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Who told the word of God 
And the testimony of Jesus. Their word 
Is like a living fire—irresistible. 
The word the mighty hammer, 
Crashing out, breaking and crushing rocks, 
Reducing citadels to rubble, 
Growth malignant to a persistent stubble, 
And vindicating God in all his power. 
 
This is the word that brought us forth 
Primarily, and from the death 
Of serpentine deceit. This is the word 
That brought us forth anew. This word we utter 
And the world is stilled; the heart cries out 
In pain and terror, or smitten dumb 
Retreats—it knows not where or how— 
Before the eternal truth, nowhere to go, 
No hope but to submit, to know again. 
 
The voice that once created now redeems, 
And all eternity is held 
By loving accounts of the living King, 
And cries anew its ‘Abba!’ 
To the eternal Father. 

The Everlasting Word 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

We cannot live without His Word, 
We cannot live without His Voice; 
We dare not think the thoughts of men,  
Or in the words they give, rejoice. 
 
The primal darkness fled the scene 
When God gave utt’rance to the Word: 
The Spirit moved across the deep, 
And all obeyed the Voice it heard. 
 
God spoke the Word that made the world, 
He spoke the truth and Man was made; 
In joy and peace and love they lived, 
And walked with Him from day to day. 
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The serpent brought the word—deceit— 
And spoke it to the primal pair. 
Another word than God’s had come, 
This word was death, and death to prayer. 
 
Down through the ages our God speaks— 
The primal couple heard the curse— 
The prophets never ceased to tell 
The Word in image, song and verse. 
 
The might and holiness of God, 
In love and mercy present are, 
Where e’er the Word is uttered forth 
By sun and moon and furthest star. 
 
The Word made flesh has come to dwell 
And show in human modes our God. 
That Word heals Man and makes him pure 
By power of His flowing blood. 
 
This Word is life to us who hear. 
Our spirits by that life are fed. 
We share this life with all mankind; 
We offer them the Living Bread.  
 
Ah, Word of God we weep with joy 
To have your Voice within our hearts, 
To live afresh each time you speak 
Your love to us in all our parts. 
 
Ah, Father God—whose Word is power, 
Ah, Spirit–Word that flows so free, 
Ah, Living Word, Ah, Son of God, 
We worship—Word-in-Trinity. 

Derelict Carnation Garden 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Had I the skill of artist’s brush and mind, 
I’d knit the loops of steely pipes 
All etched as skeletal against the sky 
On side of Coro’s hill—the still 
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And dead reminders of the former days, 
Of plastic igloo proofed against the winter frosts, 
That massed carnations might for commerce be 
Grown and picked and sold in shop and stalls, 
And wreathed for cemeteries. 
 
Carnations massed are flowers fresh, 
Or creamed and coloured from the ancient flesh 
Derived of the primal carnus, of the body-pink, 
All smooth to touch and faintest sense 
Of life that’s veined beneath the skin, 
The life all vital to the human scene, 
Dear Christ himself incarnate—God now man, 
And man now hanging where the human flesh 
Writhes in the torture of the cross, 
Drops gouts of crimson blood on Calv’ry’s stones 
Outside the Holy Mount of ancient Sion. 
 
These pipes all skeletal to Coro’s hill, 
Still shine their steel against the ghostly moon. 
Their plastic long ago has banished been 
To slowly rot or quickly burn within the dump 
That is alike to hell—the local Hinnom 
Where worms and maggots writhe 
And crematorium of unwanted trash 
Dissolves the present past. 
 
Full smothered deep in weeds and grass, 
Carnus forgotten, life all gone 
In memory’s obliteration. 
Yet the life of him, rose soft and pink, 
Carnus triumphant for the newer age. 

The Elders 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Suddenly—so it would seem— 
Not hitherto envisaged or contemplated 
We are the old man, the aged. 
This shows in our eyes, shows in our bodies, 
Shows in the way we feel 
And the things we say and do. 
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How simple! Age has crept upon us. 
This is what they say of us, and in their eyes 
Is the acceptance that the old are old 
And that ever—in parts of living— 
There will be young and old. 
 
Myself, I am surprised. 
I scarcely thought it would happen. 
I thought the older were always older 
Than I will be, will be. 
Then, surprisingly, 
I am find I am old though old I feel not. 
I am of another generation. 
I am of the past, yet presently living. 
Being young in spirit, young in mind 
But old. I smile, I grin—I even giggle— 
Looking at myself in the mirror, 
Almost shocked to see myself 
As once I saw old Grandpa. 
Dear Grandpa—how alike we are 
Who never were. White locks, 
Hair thinning, the thickening 
When once was a slimness of which 
I was all near-consciously proud. 
 
Enough with that meditation! 
There are better things to think, 
Things pertaining to the new high calling, 
The quiet knowledge that 
There is wisdom, sure knowledge 
Of the way things are, the assurance 
That whilst old ways give place to new 
The old was not all wrong, the new all true. 
But time brings progress, regress 
And swings the pendulum—the high is low 
And low then high, 
But all behind, behind it all 
The sovereign purposes of power 
That do not start with Man, 
And make Man more than what he is, 
Or what he will be. 
 
We have touched upon clear reality, 
The process we call metaphysical. 
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The thought escapes my words, 
Is larger still than human revelation. 
Belongs beyond us, yet in everyday 
Comes constantly to us, always 
Possessing our minds. 
I watched an Anzac march and saw 
The old conditioned swinging, the tramp 
Of those who follow in simplicity 
The marshalled band, the skirling pipes, 
Swaying to rhythm, picking up 
The feet we’d thought were passive, 
Bringing us near to age’s shuffling. 
New light looked out 
Of the memoried eyes, the beat 
Revived old recollections, made the feet 
Swing into use of wisdom given them 
By dint of time, by place of suffering. 
 
I think of these—of us, the aged— 
And smile in my simplicity, 
That all the time the motions be 
Of Him Who made us: He it was 
That gave us what was never ours 
Nor even born within us as a thing all set, 
This new surprising wisdom; suddenly 
We knew it—all there was to know— 
Not merely knowledge, merely facts 
That filled the jaded mind, but that 
Which all the sages knew and told 
Where men would listen, women nod 
In acclamation of the known truth 
Not fully insisted on by those who knew 
And understood their place in life 
To be the elders of the human race. 
 
Each day I see them, meet them oft 
And smile contentedly. Not that we 
Are sages beyond all others, 
Women and men of knowledgeable mind, 
But those who deeply down 
Have hit the lode of peerless understanding, 
Mining the mineral wealth of truth 
Beyond a young ‘not understanding’; 
Know how to tell what youth sees not 
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But pauses when it’s uttered— 
Pleased though surprised, 
Even at peace to listen and to know 
That wisdom lies ahead for them. 
I am content to watch full-bodied men, 
Full-wisdom’d women, no less the ones 
Fragile with age that’s more than age, 
And even feeble, yet in utterance 
Telling the undeniable with a voice that’s cracked 
And hands all feeble as they wave, 
Seeking to give the fullest flow 
Of all that life has taught to them. 
 
Suddenly—as I said— 
We find that we are aged: 
Death has no fears to those who know 
Its sting was long withdrawn 
By Love’s great Calvary. We live 
In quiet assurance that His times are good 
And all the evil that would wreck our world 
Is on its wane, His sovereign power 
Has set the world to have new youth 
When Wisdom’s had her day 
And still will have. 

 
 

Those Days Must Come Again 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

We remembered the tall hills,  
The lofty places of our calling. 
Time was, when young, 
That we aspired high. Our Everests 
Seemed not impossible. 
We dared where eagles live 
In highest eyries, dared to dare 
And know the headlong falls  
That nigh on spelled our death. 
Our eyes had light from morning sun, 
And in the evening flamed aglow 
From blooded sunsets. 
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’Tis true we lived in dreams;  
Transcending mediocrity. 
We blazed the way through distant hills 
To find a Shangri-la or two, 
Or coverts in which mystery lay 
Beyond crass mediocrity. 
We dreamed of splendid heights 
And splendoured plains 
Until our dreams were dark 
And crossed with evil powers 
Who sought in bitterness to wreck 
The ideals of our youth. 
 
Too soon we saw depravity 
Of men and angels and then of us 
Until we faltered in our quests 
And opted for the level place, 
The tripless plains of calm nonentity, 
And pallid thought and depthless minds 
And heightless hearts, expanseless self 
Wary of loftiness, heroic heights, 
And frightened of our dream’s return— 
And thrust of daring restlessness 
That spurred us on in other days 
To reach celestial heights 
And peer into our God 
And all His trackless ways. 
 
Our dreams are flotsam in our nerveless hands. 
Detritus of pervaded minds 
Swirls dusty death about our eyes 
And penetrates our souls 
’Til heightlessness is but a dreary plain 
Stretching to nothingness, 
The moor a sad morass 
Of sinking thought that inundates 
The slothful soul and sterile spirit. 
 
Come Lord, awake afresh 
The dreams so dear with which You once 
Invaded all our parts. Revive our sightless eyes 
Until they see the glow anew 
That splendours all our hills 
And raises them to heights beyond 
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Our former famous dreams. 
Give visions in the light 
And in the night let glory glow 
As flaming pillar; in the day 
Your smoky brilliance all pervade 
As Presence vivid, taking aloft 
Our low-browed love for plains 
And human flatness. Give valleys deep 
In which our spirits find their depths, 
And mountains high to which we rise 
And touch Your Presence on the way. 
 
Thanks be, O Lord, to Thee, 
Who gives eternal quest, 
And, in such quest, true rest 
That marks the wisdom of Your heart 
On ours, now, and for eternity. 

 
 

The Glory That Will Be 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

It does not yet appear— 
The glory that we’ll see— 
Nor does it yet appear— 
The glory that we’ll be. 
 
The Father in His love 
Planned all before He made 
The world of human life 
And heaven’s everglade. 
 
He planned: His Father’s heart 
Destined that we should be 
In glory like His only Son  
In one great family. 
 
His only Son in love 
Redeemed the fallen race, 
That through his agony 
He brings us face to face 
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With Him Who is so pure 
That heaven and earth and sky 
Before that holiness must flee 
And from His goodness fly. 
 
Yet mercy of His love 
Ordains our glorious end. 
We shall be like His Son of love 
Who does his glory lend. 
 
That we forever, too, be pure 
And see Him face to face 
To worship Him in purity— 
One holy human race. 
 
All glorified, all glorified, 
Washed in our Saviour’s tears, 
The glory of his Calvary 
And free for endless years. 
 
What love of Father, love of Son, 
And love of Holy Ghost. 
What glory to Them evermore 
And to Their filial host. 

Ah, Spirit Dear 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Ah, Spirit dear, the sin that’s sad 
Still never drives you from my breast. 
I hear the sounds of wings so near 
That never flee, yet never rest. 
 
Your love above me flutters still, 
Your peace—a stream—flows through my heart. 
Your eyes are on this soul of mine 
To stay and never to depart. 
 
Christ offered through your peerless power 
Full grace of His redeeming love. 
He bore the sins in Calvary’s hour, 
Upheld the race to God’s dear love. 
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And now your presence fills my breast— 
The heart of all on whom you light, 
To drive the sins and self away 
And put the dread of death to flight. 
 
Ah, Spirit-Dove, ah, Holy One 
Who moved as wind within my mind, 
Who breathed to life my deadened heart 
And brought me to His riven side. 
 
You gave me sight of Calvary’s grief, 
Of Father-mercy, Son’s great pain, 
Redeeming me from Evil’s power 
To make me fully whole again. 
 
This is the blessedness I knew 
When first by faith I saw the Lord; 
And blessed my soul shall e’er remain 
While you give sight of His dear blood. 
 
You never fail to give me sight 
Of love that holds me till I die, 
And to You—with all saints above— 
Shall transformed to your temple fly. 
 
To be at one in City pure, 
To join the throng, below, above, 
To reign in power and worship You, 
Dear Father, Son and Holy Dove. 

Beloved Restorer  (Jeremiah 33:1–9; cf. Hosea 11) 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I will restore your hard heart, says the Lord, 
To the joy that it knew in those days, 
With praise that arose and the worship you gave 
When grace was before you always. 
 
The soul that was dull and the mind that was pained 
Found solace in love that was poured 
From Calvary’s source to the heart of your heart 
And the glory once Man’s was restored. 
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My bosom was warm to your coldness of soul 
You melted in gentle surprise. 
Tears gushed at the joy, and laughter was born 
To flow like a stream from your eyes. 
 
Creation was new to the eyes that then saw 
What only beloved ones know— 
The glories of God in the heavens above, 
His beauty in all that’s below. 
 
There was love in the heart that never had been— 
A love that embraced all our race— 
All enmity melted, all rancour dissolved, 
And anger full banished through grace. 
 
Such joy is a wonder to those who behold it 
But enmity holds to its hate. 
And evil grows strong in the anger that’s long 
Till it roars like a river in spate. 
 
God’s loved are its objects to bring into sorrow, 
To seduce till their love is forlorn 
Like a dew that must melt in the burn of the noon 
And all its fair promise be gone. 
 
As Israel in splendour grew careless of wonder, 
Forgetting the glories of grace, 
It turned to new idols expending its worship 
Befouling its heart to a waste. 
 
The love that’s eternal brings judgment of sinning, 
Brings horror where idols hold sway, 
Till spirit revolts at the sight of its evil 
And weeps for the Lord it betrays. 
 
Then He who has loved us with mercy eternal 
Brings cleansing that makes us anew; 
His love is so pure we gladly endure  
The scourge of the judgment that’s true. 
 
’Tis then that we love the hand that chastises, 
The eyes that must banish disgrace, 
’Tis then we believe the promise of Yahweh 
That tells of His mercy and grace. 
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‘I will restore your heart,’ says the Lord, 
‘To the joy that it knew in those days, 
With praise that arose and the worship you gave 
When grace was before you always’. 

 

How Beautiful the Feet 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

How beautiful are the eager feet, 
The feet that are on the high mountain. 
How eager the announcer of good news, 
The proclaimer of high peace, of true shalom 
To the beleaguered nation, 
To the captives in exile, 
To the ones who have thought, 
‘He hides His face from us: 
Of us He is ashamed, 
He will not look at us again 
As his elect people, His beloved, 
The apple of His eye,  
The darling of His heart, 
The fruit of His electing will, 
The priest-nation to the nations, 
The intercessor of the lost tribes of Man, 
And the witness to the eternal 
Of Yahweh–God’. 
 
Now on the high mountain— 
The one that overlooks His people, 
From whose pinnacle all is seen, 
Israel as the beloved, 
And all the nations in death-darkness— 
The glory shines: proclaimer and evangel alike 
Shine as the noonday sun in strength,  
Brilliant in promise,  
More glorious than a sun has ever shone 
But gentle with grace and love-acceptance. 
This light to lighten the Gentiles—Messiah himself— 
Is the glory of Israel His people 
Come new, come afresh,  
Come with abounding love— 
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True chesed, aheb and His racham2— 
With everlasting kindness to fulfil 
The primal promise of death’s death 
By the seed of woman. 
 
High wrath had been upon the people; 
Wrath for the deadly idolatry, 
The lust for strange love 
And strange fire of spirit;  
Alien lords had gripped the hearts 
Of the covenant people. 
True Fatherhood had been surpassed 
By the fearsome illicit passion 
For the unholy deities:  
Perversely Paternity denied 
The warm-hearted love—the passion— 
For His covenant ones. 
Thus came the death-time, the lonely exile, 
The years of meditation, the tears, 
The longing for the house of worship, 
The fragrant presence of the Covenant-Yahweh 
And the true—the unutterable worship. 
 
Suddenly, then, on the high mountain, 
The true Evangelist appears, 
The real Davidic King, authentic Branch, 
Strong Intervener, Mighty God, 
The Everlasting Father in the Son. 
The mountain is so green: its pinnacle 
Ablaze with glory, soft with peace, 
Gentle with promise, strong in proclamation. 
 
So now the people know—the true remnant— 
And soon the peoples of the world 
Will see the glory that He brings, 
Spread as vast healing waters 
Across all lands: salvation comes 
For the healing of all nations, 
Albeit by a bloody Cross with darksome death— 
There where feet, all beautiful, 
Pierced and all wounded were  
To purge each heart and purify each people. 

                                           
2 Hebrew for grace, love and mercy. 
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There on the mount the Conqueror stands 
And hope has come to birth 
For Israel and the peoples. 
New Prophet, Priest and King 
Bestrides the earth and skies and seas 
And draws unto himself and to their God 
The elect beloved flock. 

Lord, You Are My Love 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Lord, You are my love, 
You alone I love, and all my loves 
Are in the loving of You. Yet You 
Came first in your love; In Your 
Mysterious predestining, fixing my life, 
Planning my destiny before the world began. 
 
You are my love and when I wake— 
Time and again in the many nights— 
There is sometimes the faint line of dread, 
Sometimes the inner terror of the Holy One, 
And I fear lest I have offended You. 
Then Your love comes—reassuring— 
And in Your word, and on my knees, 
And in the secret places 
Of my secret heart, there is a tryst— 
A man and God affair 
Of love inexpressible. I weep 
And seem to hear You too, 
Not weeping as I, but with me, for me, 
And the pain becomes a precious pain, 
A rich suffering in joy, 
And I am one with You. 
 
Oh Triune Lover, persistent One 
Who never leaves me night and day 
But moves within my dreams, and lives within 
My daily awakenings, hear of my love. 
More than faint intimations 
Are the visitations and the ‘never-leavings’ 
That I have known these years of all my life. 
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Sometimes my thoughts of leaving You grow strong 
And with the thought bewilderment fast grows, 
And, like the Psalmist, in my heart I cry, 
‘Whither, Lord, shall I go from Thy presence? 
Thou art not only the Eternal One 
Being the Everywhere I’d go, but of Thee 
And from Thee, I am what Thou have made me.  
Separation intolerable 
My inner spirit dreads. 
Such loneliness apart from Thee 
Is more than Hell itself, yet Hell’s substance 
That void the rebellious know’. 
 
Why in this night—this early morn— 
Do I speak to You, speak thus?  
Why does this moan escape my lips?  
Why does my heart complain 
When all You’ve ever shown 
Is holy love to me? Ah, yes, 
The rub lies there, the hurt, the pain, 
That You are holy, You are pure, 
And I am not. Strange truth and fact 
That though You holy be and I am not 
Your love enwraps my soul and spirit 
Like a protecting mantle, a healing cloak 
That cleanses as it loves, loves as it purifies 
And makes me one with You, 
Your inner heart to mine and mine to You. 
This is the mystery—the pained alternation 
Of love and fear, of fear and love— 
The mystery that’s my life 
From when conceived until this now 
And ‘til the death that’s life 
Releases me from pain and joy 
Of the present mingling.  
 
The present mingling is the grace 
And love that I and God are one. 
This is the dread that comes to me—the commingling 
Of human flesh and Your dread Deity 
Catching me up to all eternity 
In a resistless love. Why then 
Do I moan in the deep night 
At the painful delight of present union,  
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Future joy and ecstasy—not Dionysian but pure 
As love makes serene for ever? 
Why should my heart complain 
Except its shame should make me long 
For the Then to be Now—the Then I dread 
As now I dread, and yet adore? 
 
Ah Lord! I love You deep, 
Deeper than all my secret heart, 
Deeper than Heaven and Hell themselves. 
Your love once captured me 
Even before I saw the Tree: 
But all the time the Tree was there 
With You, in You, for me, for them. 
One word from You is spoken not 
But in the Cross, and by the Cross, 
And through the Cross, and from its self 
Till Christ in all his love— 
And Spirit-love along— 
Ushers my trembling heart to You 
Till all Your Fatherhood 
Embraces me for ever. 
 
Dear Lord there’s no complaint, 
Only the plaint gentle, the tender plea 
That I may tell with power You give, 
The everlasting love—the mercy full— 
That lifts to love’s most holy height 
And there retains for ever 
The transformed spirit. Lord, I plead, 
Never release me from the noble call, 
That dignity most high—that ministry 
That makes the heart of me melt to be 
One with Your love forever; 
One as I tell Your love, in quivering tones 
From depths that measure cannot know, 
Your depthless, breadthless, heightless love 
That captures me for ever, 
And in its capture captures all  
Its utter holiness had planned 
For time and all eternity. 
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Life Is a Throne 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Life is a vermilioned throne 
On which is seated the enthroned: 
Vermilion is, with deep greens 
And blues marvellous 
And satined, shining joy 
Expanding to the horizons 
Over seas and jungles 
No less gleaming and glittering. 
This is the brilliant throne 
From which the monarched spirit reigns 
Imperiously at peace, 
In almost haughty  
Set assurance: the vermilioned, 
Many-faceted, primary-coloured 
Reigning. 
 
Life is an old cane chair, 
Comfortable from some past tropical, 
Rattaned leisure, bamboo reclining 
With food and drink  
On the occasional table: be it dull, 
But the verandahed prospect 
Of jungle looking domestic 
Where wild creatures roam 
Padding their own pleasure 
With eyes softly agleam. 
No less soft the pleasured eyes 
Of the contemplative 
Throne-sitter. 
The bamboo is breaking 
Through age. Scarcely 
The enthroned can rise 
Nor wish to escape. 
 
Life is a smart executive chair 
With hand rests and swivel, 
To be lowered or heightened with pleasure, 
The prospect from a penthouse reigning 
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Over the new crisp jungles 
Of commerced high rising. 
It can be adjusted 
To see eye-level—equalitarian— 
Or down to the dominated, 
Up to the beloved, 
Or just staring entrepeneurial 
With pleasant visaged prospects 
Of the self-swivelling 
World that calmly enviews itself 
In impeccable pride. 
 
Life is a hammock 
Or a deck-chair, 
Or a waterbed, 
Or a pillowed recliner, 
A ‘Jason’ on which the mind rests 
And the spirit lazes its way 
To undeliberate pleasure. 
It, too, has its occasional table 
Of stomach provender, 
Stimulants and sedatives 
That move and tranquillise the mind 
In lotus-lillied lolling 
On the edge of unreality, 
Until it takes the forms and fashions 
Of somnolence of the mind 
And the dallying spirit. 
 
Life is a throne unseen, 
Once given to the anthropos 
To reign imperious love 
For the encapsulated aeon, 
And transform its pure dynamic 
To forms marvellous 
And understandings and bowings 
To the non-dominating 
Human princeling; a following 
Of regal hierophancy was presumed 
Until the cosmos reached its zenith 
Of wisdomed love. All thrones 
Were envisaged in that imperial 
Mystery of agape. 
But the self love coveted itself 
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For self-enthronement. 
Hence the vermilioned, rattaned, 
Executive and dallying reignings 
And the hammocked escaping 
Into the transient and variant 
For self delusion, for abdication 
From the divine destiny 
Of the royal blood 
And the ultimate Throne. 

Hid with Christ in God 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Oh, Christ we are yours,  
And, Lord, you are ours, 
And we are in God who is King: 
The Father our Lord has made us both one, 
As one to the Father we sing. 
 
You gave him Your love 
As he lived in Your will; 
He went to the Cross for the death, 
To save the sad world from its sin and its grief, 
Who loved to his very last breath. 
 
You rose from the grave 
By the glory of Him— 
One with the Father in power: 
You took to yourself the ones whom He gave, 
Your church in dear Pentecost’s hour. 
 
Our life is now hid 
In the Christ whom we love— 
His life in the Father immersed: 
We are one in that life, as one in that love; 
In him is our sorrow reversed. 
 
Our lives in this world, 
In the midst of all men, 
Are lived by the power unseen. 
Our gaze is above whilst we move on this earth, 
And share what your blood has made clean.  
The hour is near 
When you shall appear— 
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Our Lord in rich glory revealed: 
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Our glory shall too with your glory be one; 
Our sonship for ever be sealed. 
Oh Father and Son! 
Oh Spirit beloved! 
Our hearts with Your heart wholly one 
Shall glorify you in the City of joy, 
Whose lives are now hid in the Son. 
 
For ever as one 
In the Fam’ly of love, 
Partakers of Godhead we’ll be. 
This glorified dust in fellowship full 
Shall reign with the glorious Three. 
 
Oh, Three Who are One! 
In homage we bow 
With angels and creatures galore: 
Our thunderous praise to Your dear throne we raise, 
Forever Your splendour adore. 

 

No Matter Where 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

No matter where I be Lord, or where I go, 
There You are ever in attendance, 
Ever in tow, never leaving, 
Always in presence intimate 
Until I know a weariness of soul, 
And my spirit longs to soar 
Beyond Your heights of Deity, 
Or into realms of quiet 
Where never You have been. 
There would I be at peace 
In some silent Nirvana 
Where thought is blotted out 
As new and strangest peace might come 
Without Your presence. 
 
These are the vagrant thoughts that come 
When I behold my foolishness, 
And seek to live beyond the self 
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You made of me. I understand 
Israel inflamed with gods so strange, 
Upon the mountain peaks or in the dells 
Seeking to find their moment’ry relief 
From all Your Holiness, all the pain 
That comes to wearied spirits, 
Wounded by Your over-love. 
 
How strong You seemed to our faint hearts, 
How powerful Your laws of love, 
Of righteousness and truth. How weak 
Our puny hearts that fainted at demands 
Which seemed beyond our petty world 
Of self-indulgent thought. Dear God, 
Could I ascend where You were not, 
Or drift on pointless pinions in some sky 
Of my imagining—how lonely I would be! 
How foolish to escape the pain 
Of love’s true liberty, of judgments true 
That set the soul aflame, afresh, 
And make the agony true ecstasy. 
 
Dear Father, in my joy I cannot thank 
Enough the heart that loves so deep. 
I dare not fly for fleeing is 
Such deeper agony. There is nowhere 
Thy Love does not pursue, nor hold 
Within dear love’s embrace. You show, 
When spirit’s low because of sin 
And human failure such healing holiness, 
That though I think it wrath, it’s grace 
That comes afresh to claim my withered heart 
And make it all anew and humble it 
Until it lives in joy sublime 
That is your unrelenting gift 
Into these inner depths of mine. 
 
Come, then, dear wrath that purges me 
And makes me love afresh, my liberty. 
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Love Is the True Pain 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

 
Love is the true pain: true pain is the love 
That lives not for itself, but for the love 
Which has come to it. In God is pain. 
God’s pain is not the anguish that destroys 
The searing harshness that comes to Him 
From the rebel spirit of Man 
And celestials become demonic, 
Leaving their first estate. 
It is not the pain of jealousy 
Made bitter by holy lips that press 
Or teeth divine that bite 
On acrid aloes of Man’s sin. 
It is not the irrational anger 
Against gods destroying the beauty 
Of the original Man. 
This is not pain divine, 
But pain Man reads upwards from himself 
Into the Eternal Love—Himself Who’s love, 
As Love Himself. 
 
Love is the true pain that searches out 
The beleaguered spirit of lost Man, 
That reaches out to where sin has confused, 
Where will in its acrid anger— 
Misplaced against the Deity— 
Burns in its own acidic rage 
Baffling its inward search and outward reaching 
To what is the image in itself 
Of the Divine Real—the true God, 
The Being that is love Himself 
Who in His heart implores all day 
And into the reaches of eternal night 
That Man return to Him, come home 
To the Divine love that gives itself 
On the timbers twisted by Man’s hate 
Into Cross shape and Cross rages, 
And Cross rejection. 
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On the Cross is the true pain, yet it began 
Before even the creation of the 
Purposed peerless Man, and the utter glory 
Of the commanded creation. It always was 
Without beginning, as it always is 
Without cessation. Futurity 
Is love come to the now-time, 
And love taking what it loves  
To the eternal time of love. 
Love is the pain that kills 
Forever all pain that brings to birth anew 
That which had died to love—the spirit loved, 
Breathed into Man until he glowed 
As the living image, destined to become 
The palpable glory of the Living God 
From time into all eternity.  
 
Was it that Man saw in the Reality— 
In the One Whom he imaged— 
The impossibility of no-pain, 
The essential nature of the essential love 
That must inevitably—though of free choice— 
Reveal the mystery of its Being 
In the timbered Cross, in the love-pain 
That redeems the created beloved? Did Man 
Know the full Nature when the serpent moved 
To beguile the woman and entice through her 
The knowledgeable man who chose 
The path that would never know pain? 
Was it rejection of love that is pain 
Until that love brings through to no-pain 
What it has created? If this be so 
Then deception was deceived. 
 
Love is a mystery—love that has pain— 
And pain is a sad sorrow where love is refused, 
When sharing in the divine Nature is rejected, 
When Man seeks to kill pain out of his own sources 
And turn the earth to manufactured anodynes 
And tranquillising measures. Man fears pain, 
But—deeper—fears the love that loves 
Man in his pain, his deep distress self-wrought 
And making spirit all awry in the matchless beauty 
Of the granted gift—the joyous creation. 
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Faith leaves it there, even when the brain 
Ponders the great imponderable;  
Ruminates in the cud of the mind 
The mystery that veils itself until it’s seen 
On Calvary’s peerless hill. Here the true anger 
Burns against evil, is a high furnace 
That dissolves the dross: is a raging wrath 
That knows love’s hate against the dread evil 
Of the love-rejecters—both celestial and mundane— 
Until all evil’s judged; until the pain 
That wracks Man’s spirit is forever gone, 
Banished into no-being and no-pain. 
This is the love that is the true pain. 
 
We then, who love, dare not escape— 
Nor would we—from the heart of love. 
This only moves us to the perpetual giving, 
The never asking in return. Rageless we range 
The hurts and haunts of men with the Divine balm 
That brings its healing salve 
To the lost and helpless spirits 
He once encapsulated within his heart 
That suffered the eternal pain 
In the infinite compassing within the finite time, 
All that was human lostness, human death 
And human unknowing of the love that’s pain. 

 
 

Poor Pilgrims 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

We were a sorry bunch—they said of us— 
As we set out that morning 
For the long haul to the Holy City. 
Not many mighty in our motley ranks, 
Not many noble, most of us nothing 
In the eyes of those who watched us go 
Straggling and without military formation— 
We were peace-lovers at heart— 
Yet the sorry looking bunch 
Filled with delight at heart. 
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Our weapons—you will have heard— 
Were time-named, such as faith a shield, 
Hope a helmet of salvation, 
Breastplate God’s righteousness bestowed, 
Footwear the sturdy gospel-peace 
And ’round our loins a girdle 
To fasten altogether 
The whole equipment. 
In our hands, of course, 
The living shining sword 
Sharp as razor; it could cut 
On one edge the spirit of a man to death 
And then to life. The other edge 
Was for the destruction 
The Spirit brings in judgment. 
 
A sorry lot I said we were. 
In truth this was the case. 
A holy merriment possessed our ranks, 
For there were armaments yet undisplayed: 
The night before we’d fully supped 
At the Father’s table. He in love 
Had given wine of merriment, 
And bread that girds the heart with joy, 
And fruit that full sustains the will 
In Tempter’s hour, so making weak 
What others call the fearsome lion 
Of roaring Enmity. 
 
If sorry in the eyes of all 
We noble were, though that unseen, 
For mocked we were for dreaming fools 
Who thought a city holy, pure 
Could ever be. Full millions were 
Who’d never heard of ‘holy place’,  
‘Pure metropolis’, ‘true home of all’ 
Or, ‘godly commerce’, ‘glory free’ 
And ‘living with the King of love’. 
They saw our passports stamped, 
Our passbooks’ totals filled with cash 
Of ‘inestimable treasures’ 
And they laughed. Their customs men 
Roared with the humour of it all. 
The reason? Our photographs 
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Glistened and shone 
With images not our own. 
They wondered how we did it, 
Passed us on as fools, and wept 
Their own huge merriment. 
 
None seemed to fear us as we went, 
But I saw longing in the eyes of some, 
And dread in others, bewildered some 
And many shaking heads in doubt. 
So very few assayed to join our ranks 
And breast the looks of those who sneered 
And marked us down ‘like fools’, 
As we went on our way; 
We were glad to share our food, 
To let them scrutinise the maps. 
They hoped our goal was not a myth 
Born out of hope as fools find gold 
Which crumbles in their hands. 
 
They sang our songs—songs sad and soft 
Of Calv’ry’s tree, Golgotha’s stones 
All bloodied with the crimson stuff 
He shed for pilgrims all. We sang to them 
Songs filled with joy of rising from the dead— 
Sins all remitted to the place of no return— 
And Lordship crowned by life all bloomed 
From Calv’ry’s hill, and Christly tomb 
And Christ the Man now Lord of all, 
And all the nations at his feet. 
With us they wept for joy and joy, 
As though they dined with Him, and wine 
Of blood had brought new life 
And bread of life had brought new strength. 
The sorrow died from out their eyes 
And they sang songs we had not heard, 
And we sang—one with them— 
As they sang lays of heaven born 
And angels played above our ranks 
Music so celestial. 
 
Some killed us as we went our way 
For anger at our joy and love 
And envy of our peace. Rage came 
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Into the eyes of hating men 
And demons passionate. We knew 
The pathology of sin ourselves 
And murmured not against them. 
We knew our dead were still alive, 
Soon breathed by Spirit to eternity 
To see the Face we loved, 
Which is for them alone whose hearts are pure 
And only are in filial love 
For Him who is the God of all 
And Father to His children. 
 
Full many wounds were made,  
Full many hearts from time to time 
With fear and grief, and even doubt— 
‘Fightings within and fear without’— 
But on we toiled, up hill, down dale, 
And where the mountains hung 
As though suspended from the sky 
Yet with their feet in Hell. 
That pilgrimage we made saw oft, 
A cloud of fire aloft, or down below 
The Presence that we always knew 
Could not forsake the full-loved throng. 
 
The rest? I cannot tell 
’Til pilgrimage complete 
We see Him as He is, sit at his feet, 
And firstly fully gaze, then fall 
In adoration so complete 
That words evade us telling it. 
Who can describe beyond his faith 
The grace that now awaits 
In City Holy, City Strong,  
God’s commerce true through open gates 
Flowing forever? So it seems. 
I must confess I dreamed it all 
Last night. Yet come this morn 
And faith knows well it walks this way, 
And in its bag and haversack 
Has stores of love, and hope and joy. 
And life’s no empty passing time 
And whiling, pointless, crassful thought. 
Life’s all a pilgrimage, 
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And glad I am my dream is true 
As with the sorry merry bunch 
I, too, am singing on my way  
That through the gates one day I’ll walk 
To music all celestial as all flesh 
Sings to the Eternal king.  
Made kings themselves and priests—’tis said— 
They’ll worship and they’ll ever tell 
The praise of Him who died and lived 
To make this City theirs. 
As Holy Bride with Holy King 
They’ll ever lovers be. 

 
 

Man’s Mildest Moments 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Where has all the greatness gone; 
Greatness that we once had known? 
Where has all the greatness gone 
Swiftly passing? 
 
Greatness has gone down to nil, 
We with softness our minds fill, 
Comfort have through good and ill 
Spurning grandeur. 
 
Look my eyes unto the hills 
Splendid majesty that fills  
Hearts with glory that now spills  
From His majesty. 
 
Greatness was there in our pain, 
Splendour was above the plain 
Agonies were in the train 
Of our strong living. 
 
Bring us suff’ring, bring us pain, 
Bring the anguish lest in vain 
We live life in senseless shame 
For our inanity. 
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Hasten from Your heights, O God, 
Make us tread where He has trod, 
He whose feet with pain were shod 
For our transcendency. 
 
Scarce we know now what to pray, 
Hear the groaning Spirit say,  
‘Life’s but death if not this way 
Of lofty living’. 
 
Crass the days of mindless men, 
Empty eyes, denuded pen, 
Can great days then come again 
From God’s eyrie? 

 

Triune Revelation 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Mute mystery it’s not,  
Mute is it not on any tree, 
For every leaf’s agog with life 
Of Triune mystery. 
The open secret shouts aloud 
Its raptured ecstasy 
As all created things give voice 
In union revelatory. 
 
The story ever was 
As it will ever be, 
But now it’s told in simple terms 
Of living entity: 
Not Ones alone, not Ones full joined 
Through all eternity—Ones in the Then,  
Ones in the Now and the To Be— 
But ever coinhered, conjoined 
As Love must be, 
Though never coalesced 
Nor coming One to be. 
 
If leaves of tree 
Agog with holy mystery 
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Dance in each breeze and wind 
Proclaiming the Trinity, 
Then the leafless Tree— 
Planned from eternity— 
Proclaims in its dry timbers 
And its timeless agony 
The unveiled secret of our God 
As Love must ever be, 
Must ever be full Trinity. 
 
In every gout there’s Father love, 
In crimsoned drop the Son’s love life, 
No less the victory 
Of Dove’s pulsed heart, 
And Heart to heart that’s ours, 
That’s mine, that’s yours 
In the eternal moment. 
Free be the Three  
In all of time to make eternity 
Within the heart of Man, 
Of faithed humanity 
Drawn to the Triune Heart  
To taste Divinity 
As spiced upon that Cross. 
He gives the Holy Cup 
Of God’s own blood of Love, 
Breaking the tyranny of time 
In Love’s own liberty 
To let us share the mystery 
Of Divine Three. 
 
Then let it be that the single recedes 
Or finds its fullness 
In the communioned Three 
Who come as One  
Upon the disparate,  
Upon the shattered humanity 
In blood of reconciliation 
Until all Man is one 
Caught into the Tree  
Until theosis is complete—  
Divine induction for eternity— 
In the impassioned Triune Heart 
That is Love’s mystery. 
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Sky Poem 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

My poem is hanging in the sky, 
Poised and turning like a Y. 
But Y it hangs and turns four ways 
I yet unable am to say. 
 
It hung before I gave it birth, 
It flew that high to heaven from earth. 
I cannot get it down again, 
Its hanging there yet gives me pain. 
 
It says it wills, it wills what is, 
‘I am not hers, I am not his, 
I hang as wish upon this sky 
And here I will not ever die. 
 
‘I have a thing to say, above, 
Beyond the sense and sight from love, 
I have a thing to say to all 
Before I ever have to fall. 
 
‘A Cross was there against the sky, 
That Cross itself can never die. 
I am its poem, I linger high 
To make its message ever nigh. 
 
‘The Cross is his, it drew his blood; 
It called us back unto his God: 
’Tis God who willed that he should cry 
The prayer that means Man shall not die. 
 
‘The poem you bore came not from you, 
Before your time the womb was true. 
Before dear Mary and her womb 
The Cross was planned, and so, the Tomb. 
 
‘Creation’s sense is not its own, 
The Cross, the Tomb and then the Throne 
Make sense of time that He should fill 
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The universe with all His will. 
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‘Fill all with love and make anew 
What sin destroyed and evil slew. 
So Womb and Cross and conquering Throne 
Transformed shall ever be His own’. 
 
I marvelled at the poem on high, 
With arms upstretched—a perfect Y. 
I read its message in the sky 
That Man in Christ shall never die. 

 
 
 

The Ever Presence 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Deep in what we call our deepest deeps 
Are depths which God does grant. 
These depths have flowed from depthless depths 
Which are the heart of Him. 
His high intention for the one called Man 
Has poised the ages for this span 
That reaches out to grant His creature 
Glory. 
 
Glory was there when time began, 
For foundless glory always ran 
Before the High and Lofty One 
Being His very Essence, His unity 
And all that constitutes the Three 
As Persons Three but One 
In that most Holy Trinity 
Ineffable communion. 
 
Down in our depths the cry 
Seeks to be mated with that High 
That is the Lofty One, One in Three 
Coinhering in the splendour 
Of His love’s unfractionable 
Being-in-Deity. Man reflects 
The immutable unity: reflects 
The presence of the Unity. 
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Out in the Land of Nod 
They wander restlessly 
In the Up and Down, the To and Fro, 
The restless pacing of the Nowhere Go 
And Nowhere Come. The Presence 
Taunts without taunting, 
Pains without hurting, 
Driving the recalcitrant purposelessness 
To discover Intention  
Or intend Discovery.  
All Everywhere are Nowhere 
But all are in Him, 
Living and moving, having being 
But hating the Source  
In the arrogance of pride. 
 
This is His irrefutable gift 
The delight of His Presence, 
The Presence of His delight, 
And His inevitable and constant 
Visitation of Man: Man of His making. 
Made, Man seeks to reverse the creation 
Dwindling it down to nothingness 
That he defines as ‘real’ or 
‘Inexplicable nihilism’, or  
‘Reinvented anarchy’ that means 
Nothingness, no glory, 
No Eternal Presence. Man would hide 
The hateful contingency, the mortality 
That defies the Divine Immortality 
And the Eternal Giving. 
 
This became comprehensible to the few 
In the Divine Visitations—the theophanies, 
The constant revelations, the insistent giving 
To the chosen hierophants—the prophets— 
The Wisdom of God. Nothing obtains within 
Man and creation that of itself 
Is itself. The contingency 
Is pride’s darkest disgrace. 
But God became Man to bring the unity 
And restore the gifted glory 
In the face of Man’s idiocy 
Which He calls sin. In the flesh 
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God became Man. On the Cross 
God drew into His suffering flesh 
The human flesh of suffering. 
The powerful purging released afresh 
The stained and tainted glory 
Until it glowed in repristination, 
And unto its depthless depths again 
Fused with the Presence though  
Never coalescing. Glory from Glory 
To be the eternal gift of glory— 
Divine into the Human, and Human 
Into the Divine. For ever 
And for ever.   

 
 
 

The Near Dream 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Sitting back she dreams 
Of the small house— 
The one to come— 
The quiet home, 
Neat with its few rooms 
And its own amenities. 
 
She remembers the hubbub— 
Now far past— 
Of her many children, 
And the toils and the moils 
Of life-growing, life-surging. 
She remembers the slow pain 
And the quick uprising 
Of sudden angers 
And the bursting of nerve storms 
As sudden clouds over 
The brilliance of love-light. 
 
She remembers the quick dreams 
And the splashings 
Of short ambition, 
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The desire for her children, 
Their children and her own man.  
 
Now the pain of the body holds 
And the past sharp dreams, 
The sudden strong desires 
Flow to a soft eminence. 
She pricks her finger 
With embroider needle 
But does not wince. 
Something has come to her 
Out of the gentle plodding faith. 
 
God Himself, of course, 
Who tires not like her aging body. 
He has gentle ways of holding life 
So that it is a candle ungutted, 
A stream still flowing 
And eyes with perpetual light 
Even when her own are dim. 
 
She sees the little home 
Neat from today’s yesterday. 
She thinks of the gentle hours 
And the coming dream. 
Light powers come to uphold her 
Until the desired time comes. 
 
For all this 
She does not call it ecstasy. 

 
 

Caught into God 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I sing the songs which reach my heart, 
The songs that flow from glory,  
The songs You plant within my mind 
That tell the loving story 
Of Your intent for Your elect 
To give them of Your own dear rest. 
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So pained the race, so sad from sin, 
So dark in mind and spirit, 
So crushed because of hurts and harm, 
So strained from earning merit: 
You send them songs of holy charm 
That bring their spirits healing balm. 
 
When loving eyes are shocked by sin— 
Their own and their beloved’s— 
They seem shut up to searing pain 
And nothing can remove it: 
But you send songs on darkest nights 
To fill such hearts with sheer delights. 
 
At your right hand are holy joys, 
Your eyes shine endless glory, 
Your Son has come from that dear throne 
To tell salvation’s story. 
Your Cross of shame fills us with joy 
From all that love that You employ. 
 
The darkness harsh dies in your hands. 
The pain is healed by having 
The fruits of glory from your heart 
And your eternal loving. 
You lift us up into your life 
And show us all things are not strife. 
 
Ah, Father God! You open wide 
The heart of Triune Being, 
You welcome us into Your life 
And give us eyes for seeing 
That we are one with you: though poor 
We share your riches, evermore. 
 
We’ll know for e’er Your Father heart, 
We’ll know the Son for ever, 
And glory in the Spirit’s love 
Freed from sin’s awful tether. 
We’ll worship You who make us part 
Of your Triune and holy heart. 
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That You Be Formed Again 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

When you were born—flesh of my flesh, 
Flesh of your mother’s flesh 
And true fruit of her womb— 
We were pleased. We stared 
With joy inescapable and strong. 
We looked at the well-formed shape, 
The small body, the diminutive eyes 
And hands and feet—flesh dimpled. 
 
Why did I think in such a way 
To hope you would be like me? 
What egotism can the human spirit hold 
In wanting to be reproduced 
In the living likeness of itself. 
What of the dark days when 
Nigh on self-cursing the mind despised 
The person and spirit it was—and is? 
Why should I desire my traits to be produced, 
Repeated, extended and fixed? 
Doubtless a smidgen of such desire 
Is wholly legitimate, but the ego  
That desires its own replication 
Forgets the foolishness and weakness 
Of other days, the times of failure. 
 
Decades have passed and you are older, 
Whilst I am aged. I wish you better 
Than mere replication. I wish you all 
That is beyond what I have been 
And am becoming. I wish you other 
Than what I am, what I have attained— 
If ‘attainment’ be the right word— 
And the reality come to its goal. 
 
Phases of inferiority sadden the human spirit 
No less than the imagined prideful image, 
The narcissist image one admires.  
Fragments of being, crumble in the false evaluation: 
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God’s understanding is the truth. 
I renounce the false images 
That were the ones I stared at passionately 
In prideful being. Nay! These are wrong, 
For God has made what’s rich—rich in His image. 
That I will look at since it is in Him, 
The Christ–Son, the true humanity 
Filling my own. 
 
My son! My daughters! Read you this 
That I desire that Christ be formed in you. 
If I have formed amiss 
Ought of what you are, then grant me peace 
In your forgiveness. Grant me joy 
As your shape is His, and His, yours. 
I, too, have something of this shape, 
And marvel that our true likeness 
Is His alone, but His taking up 
The myriads of empty forms 
To fill and round them out 
In His own likeness. All other falls away 
As Time’s stuff and Time’s sculpturing. 
The true has come. His image lives 
And in you moves and has its being. 
 
This I desire for you—this re-formation 
Which is true transformation, 
The formation that lives forever 
In the Eternal God, the Triune One, 
Reflecting Father, Spirit, Son, 
When I am son with you among His filial ones. 

The Squadron of Hope 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This is the dawn for which we waited; 
The lines of sentinel expectation 
Formed in their squares of serried suffering. 
The grey memories uniformed of old, 
But with the blood-red of the hot dawn 
Flushing them to present life: resurrecting 
The wraiths into full ’bodiment, 
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Arresting the fleeting memory, hailing it 
Back to a new service, a fresh throbbing 
As though the lost intent, recovered, 
Stands quivering with the restored life 
And full equipage to transmute 
Lost time and withering indolence— 
The passive passing of the pointless years 
And the dulled endeavours of the somnolent spirit— 
Into the new expectation, the full womb 
Of the predestined parturition, the insistence 
That death be dying and the new life coming 
Be regnant in this bloody dawn, this parturition 
Of the hopes almost perished 
In the damning days of deliberate ease 
And the vast conspiracy of the human flesh 
To curtail the dark judgment of our ways 
And the endless pointlessness of our crass days 
And the mindless pantomime of our making, 
The endless charade, our existential non-intention. 
 
In the full-blood dawn we wait 
As the grey enlivened squadron, eyes taut 
And tears flooding the hot eyeballs 
When the dead men appear as the newly shriven, 
And the newly resurrected in the reunion 
Of old mates, dear companions in the holocaust 
Of the militant conflict. Hands ache, 
Heart burns, passion pursues us, urging on 
The desire to cry ‘Welcome!’ to the returned ones, 
And the trembling aged now superbly new 
As in the youth that was, flushed to the full height 
Of repristinated being. Death’s humiliation is humiliated, 
And we are as we were, and more. 
We are the squadron of life, trembling with old expectation: 
New born again. We wait for our suffering to effect 
The eternal redemption. 
 
Somewhere the bugler stands unseen 
But the bronze notes reverberate afresh, 
And the high spirits flush higher, 
And dawn transmutes the blood to gold, 
And we are all bathed in the resurrection light, 
And faith and hope and love are the trinity 
That inspire the restored life, destroying somnolence 
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And the cynical mind, the acid corrosion 
Of our lost conflict life—the pettiness and return to greed. 
The mumbled memories in the present clear 
The harsh sorrow that drowned the beauty 
Of lost youth in its serried suffering 
In the harsh baths of time and action. 
 
Die the last wailing notes, the treasured beauty 
Of awakened memory, the restoration 
Of predestined purpose. We wait the shout 
Of the strong commissioned one. We are ready 
And our eyes take on the look determinant; 
The golden square moves at the treasured command 
And we are in life again. We are in action. 

 
 

The Holy Communion 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I felt the burning in those days— 
New come into the holiness of God— 
I felt the passion of His holy love 
Full splendid come into my soul, 
And I exulted in the freshness of the morn 
All dewed with newest purity 
Of God Himself, I His abode, 
And all His angels coming with Him, 
As though white flocks of dawn 
Invade with gentleness and strength, 
Casting the gilding of the sun 
Before it makes its rise 
To capture me for ever. 
 
I captured was, forever 
Within the burning of those days 
Within the glory of the holy Sun, 
Within the Triune splendour 
Of God Himself. Him I had known 
As Strong Creator, True Redeemer 
And loving Father with the Son 
And blessed Holy Spirit. 
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How, then, had I now known 
The living holiness of Him 
That now spread through my spirit, 
Purging the dross and ancient lees 
Of sin’s detritus, unholy trash 
Of heart’s and mind’s pollution? 
How could a heart full-beat before its God 
And not know shame extended? 
 
Those seraphim burned on my soul— 
Those living creatures crying 
Their songs of holiness to Him, 
Their wings of glory flying. 
Their burning brilliance glowed in me 
In every nook and cranny, 
And lightened every atom dark 
Of thought’s foul habitation. 
And yet their holiness was mild— 
Drawn from its stronger Fountain 
Of God Most High, Full Elohim 
And Yahweh of the Ancients— 
No wonder that the mind of me 
Flowed in sweet dread and ecstasy, 
Flowed into purity that freed 
From Man’s own grim autonomy, 
Once fled from full communion. 
 
I felt the burning in those days— 
New come into the holiness of God— 
Of Christ’s dear passionate Cross. 
I knew that things celestial 
Glowed strong in His reflected light 
And creatures are of glory; 
Yet in my depths I felt the surge 
Of Christ himself, my own High Priest, 
Of Christ my strong Oblation. 
I felt the filth slide from my soul 
That once obsessed my mind 
Till He became full what I am, 
That I become full what he is 
In holiness eternal.  
I know now what it is that He  
Is ‘Holy! Holy! Holy!’, 
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And with the seraphim I fly, 
And with all sanctified I cry 
Unto His endless glory. 
 
Thus is the gift of His communion 
Within the holiness of union. 

 
 

The Great High Priest 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

So few they are of human kind 
Who sing the holy mystery, 
Few troubadours that cast their rhyme 
Or laud the loving history 
Of him whose name is Love 
But Holy Love, who meets  
The lonely in his wilderness, 
The sinner in retreats, in tracts 
Of moaning pain, in deserts 
Filled with ghouls by night 
And empty spirits in the days bereft 
Of true primeval glory— 
The former glory of the primal ones. 
 
Out in the plains, the moors, the hills, 
The busy ones have built complete 
The wraiths and brilliant phantoms 
That they call ‘this’ and ‘that’, 
And in their fine delusion their temples 
And their mystery shrines 
Are all so stunning in their play 
That they call it ‘reality’. 
So close it is to what is so 
That what is so seems not, 
And this artistic imitation 
Keeps gripped the heart and mind 
As true reality, the essential thing, 
And all gives reign  
To splendid self-deceit, and joy 
Reigns as a goddess dear 
With worshippers innumerable. 
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Yet in the sight of some of these, 
The glory is a myth, a hoax. 
Some memory obtains 
Of pristine beauty, embodiment 
Of God in Man, and God to Man, 
That these are not content 
Until the primal world returns 
And glory lights the inner eyes, 
And splendour comes anew; returns 
To make afresh the varied race, 
And all the wraithlike be renewed 
To full substantiality 
Of once unsullied mystery 
Full-lived by these, 
Whose present plaintive thoughts 
Ache with the intolerable desire 
For all to come again that’s lost, 
And it be found afresh 
Through some imperial grace. 
 
A Priest is that imperial grace, 
God so enfleshed as Man 
That he for Man can span the breach 
’Twixt Holiness and fallen flesh,  
And heal the fissure deep. 
He is the Victim and the Priest, 
He is Oblation and True Offerer 
Of Body offered up 
As True Humanity. He is 
The One who enters all the guilt 
And claims it to himself. He is 
God’s gift to Man, as Man for Man 
Ennobling what is all depraved, 
Enabling it to find its home 
Within the Father’s heart. Man is 
Returned to God, his birth and goal, 
And all is One with Man, within 
The Triune God. The errant sons 
Through Priest have come 
To be new priests and kings 
Unto their Father God. 
 
Hear, then, the troubadours who sing 
Their lays in land beyond all seas, 
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And tell the mystery of God— 
Of Father, Son and Spirit— 
The glory of their loved High Priest 
And all his holy merit. 

High and Holy Calling 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Of course, you are not divine, 
But you are vessels filled with divinity; 
Filled to the grand overflowing 
With Me, with God, 
With Father, Son and Spirit, 
All in a unity untellable, 
But not unknowable and untellable. 
You know you are more than men, 
But less than God, 
And less than men when not in God, in Me. 
That is your grand destiny, and now 
The destiny is in the making. 
 
The wise man said, ‘I am stupid; 
I am not worthy to be called a man, 
For who am I? I have not learned wisdom’. 
But that was his wisdom—the understanding 
That to be man is glorious, 
Is a high calling and one higher than the angels, 
And the burning seraphim, 
And all the holy creatures 
Near and round about the throne. 
To be a man is more glorious. 
It is to be filled with divinity 
Though never to be divine. 
Such were the finely wrought goblets 
That held the nectar of heaven 
Distilled from celestial grapes, 
Yet their humility was that 
Of superb trembling joy 
That they were chosen goblets. 
So it is with humanity, 
With men and with women, 
And with laughing children. 
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It is so in prospect for the cruel 
As well as the kind; 
For the dead who walk in the life about 
As though they had pleasure, when within 
Is the stench of corruption, 
The original sin and all the sin 
That followed their death to God, 
Their lethal living without hope. 
They, too, are destined 
For fullness of divinity, 
Possessing their frail humanity 
When they embrace their great Immanuel, 
God enfleshed to bring the Triune Deity 
To the halls of new-found flesh, 
Quivering with the joy of it all 
Because of Calvary, 
Because of the Divine Spirit 
Who banished the corruption in the rush 
Of royal regeneration wrought by blood, 
By descent into Death and Hades 
And by the might of incorruptible purity 
Of the Son in the Spirit. 
 
We do not need to cry to you— 
Yon glorious and celestial spirits— 
To begin your paeans of praise 
For such redemptive powers 
And ultimate divine intention 
For the fallen race. You have been praising 
From times eternal when you heard 
The planned destiny of the frail  
But fascinating creatures 
He brought forth with His, 
‘Let us make Man in our image and likeness’. 
Then began the motions of the plan, 
The first glory of the creature Man— 
He and his blessed bride, 
He and his powerful companion, 
He and the pristine glory 
Of flesh moving into the major mandate 
Of knowing and possessing the earth. 
Only at the end will this be so, 
All transmuted to pure glory, to  
Greater than it was as pristine. Then 
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The earth and the heavens shall glow 
With glory eternalised. Then 
All shall shout the divinity of peace, 
Of love and holiness, with which 
Creation newly carnate 
Shall cause the choirs such reverberations 
That never yet had thundered 
Even in heaven’s halls. The whole earth 
Shall tell the splendour of the God 
Who purposed human frailty should rise 
To highest celestial dimensions and beyond, 
Until Man, though still and forever Man, 
Is one with God, initiated 
Into the Divine and Holy Mystery 
Of the Triune Unity, the fellowship 
Of the Ineffable Persons 
Now known to the trembling heart, 
The blessed and adoring heart 
Of the Ultimate Man, Man as Bride 
And Man as bridegroom, 
And all the rest that cannot be 
But Holy City, Holy fellowship 
Of God and Man, forever!  

I, and the Idols 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

A pact and pacts we made 
Years ago, into the glory past. 
You and I, oh god, oh gods! 
We determined the future. 
‘No future without future’, 
We proclaimed. ‘No vocation 
But purposeful vocation’, 
We insisted. Together 
We planned the irreversible good 
That would bring 
Indestructible satisfaction. 
 
Within my humanity 
And their inexhaustible deity 
Would be powers sufficient, powers aplenty 
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For complete fulfilment 
Of the planned, desired telos. 
There was joyful laughter, 
Triumphant humour, 
Mutual adoration 
And an unfadeable covenant; 
So the gods and I delighted. 
 
Behind in the depths of the decor— 
The invisible folds of creation’s scenery— 
One waited as though the moment were suspended, 
Or action arrested. He waited, 
My Mentor ignored, my Creator rejected 
For the wider more liberating ecstasy 
Of the anticipated glory. 
 
The glory came as planned, expected, 
Though without the enriching communion  
We had ejected. That communion 
Has sterner demands, steel bands encircling 
The otherwise active freedom 
Of the untrammelled autonomy. 
But for the sudden balmy waftings 
Of the ancient fragrance, the ambrosial, 
The heady scents of new idolatry, 
All would have been Elysian and complete. 
 
Often in the rush of accomplishment, 
The inverted adoration of the ego 
And the mystical communion 
With the practical deities, 
I achieved a freedom 
That enslaved my every atom 
And drew taut the crying nerves 
In their self-protest. In the dark night— 
Undeniable to and by the soul— 
The inquisition of the tyrannous conscience 
Drew out the unanswerable questioning, 
Deeper than conscience itself. 
In the curtained decor— 
The mystic folds of the true Deity— 
The gods seemed silent, dwindled to tawdry, 
And my heart missed her beat,  
Bringing me closer to season’s death, 
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To proud decision’s demise. 
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Is the past with the idols unbreakable? 
Is their everlasting covenant indissoluble? 
Is one forever in the tyranny 
Of irreversible freedom,  
The freedom below freedom, 
The communion that is welded 
To the non-communion, 
The lethal liberty that must ultimately end 
In the goalless no-goal 
Of the imagined autonomy, 
The fragmented, fissiparated, unintegrated ego 
That exists—its forlornness 
Apart from the Eternal Communion? 

Life of Our Life 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Life of our life, Lord, 
Husband to bride, 
Hasting the union, 
Communion high; 
Drawing the wonder 
Until complete, 
Both as the one flesh 
At Father’s feet. 
 
Creation, God and the Bride 
 
Love that was pure, 
Love once pristine, 
Holy and joyful, 
Shining, full clean; 
This was the union 
Man had with God, 
This the communion 
The way they both trod. 
 
Fissured the canyon 
So deep and wide, 
Darkness that feathered 
Unholy pride. 
Yearning that covered 
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Unholy self. 
Craving in anger 
Impure health. 
 
God the Husband, Israel the Virgin 
 
Came then the Bridegroom— 
God to His Own, 
Israel the virgin, 
Yahweh the One. 
Filling out grace, then 
To his loved Bride, 
Her idols were many 
Yet carelessly died. 
 
To Love of all loves, 
To Gift of all gifts; 
Despising His passion, 
Gripped by the rift. 
Shameless to shame 
Her holy life died, 
Mock’ry of beauty, 
Unholy pride. 
 
Died then the loves 
The unholy knew; 
Anger of Bridegroom 
Wrath likewise, too, 
Restored the Woman 
To His great grace. 
Purified harlot, 
Sanctified race. 
 
Christ Winning the True Bride 
 
Came now the Bridegroom 
To woo his dear Bride, 
Cleansed her at Calvary 
From his split side. 
Clothed her with beauty, 
Swathed her in love, 
Called her in service 
Here and above. 
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Nothing shall sever, 
Nothing divide. 
Nothing break union, 
Nothing deride. 
All heaven’s portals 
In wonder will ring, 
Communion for ever 
For Bride and the King.  
 
Life of our life, Lord, 
Husband to bride, 
Hasting the union, 
Communion high, 
Drawing the wonder 
Until complete, 
Both as the one flesh 
At Father’s feet. 

 

Out of Nothing 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Out of my nothing I was all, 
Out of my everything was whole, 
Full power was mine to be, to do, 
And I could only upward fall. 
I thought myself no god to be, 
Since there was nought, but only me. 
 
I scorned the shiftless schemes of men, 
Their mediocre dreams and plans, 
The best surpassed; my mind was keen 
To go beyond their settled lands. 
I knew myself no god to be, 
But I could reach the heights of Thee.  
 
Full height I reared my tower of fame, 
My city walled held me in peace, 
I thought to be as thee, O God, 
And let my strivings never cease; 
And though my art’ries never bled 
I owned the city of the dead. 
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That city dead was mine: I owned, 
I resonated in its power, 
I loved the thoughts my spirit bred, 
Exulting in creative hours. 
No end to treasures I could find, 
Nor limits to my brilliant mind. 
 
One day I found the weakened God 
Whose art’ries dripped my deadly blood. 
I saw him groaning on a Tree, 
And I was him and he was me, 
All brilliance mine from him had fled 
Within the city of the dead. 
 
I saw myself as wan and pale, 
A skeleton, a dreary corpse. 
I hung within his blessed bones, 
He thought my prideful, crassful thoughts. 
I bled to nought within his Tree 
And by his death he captured me. 
 
Lord! I was nought when I was full, 
Full empty I when rich with fame, 
Yet you embraced my wasted self 
And all my dreary shambled shame. 
I loved you Lord, who me had loved, 
Dear Father, Son and Holy Dove.  
 
Lord hold me weak that I be strong, 
My shattered tower keep pulverised. 
Let not one giddy, heady hour 
Return; keep tranquillised 
This weeping spirit filled with love 
As through its heights and depths You move. 
 
You are my Lord, and I love thee, 
Who bled me out upon your tree. 
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So Much, O Lord! 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This hour I wake, O Lord, 
Before the dawn awakens me, 
Considering the years of my life 
And the vast vista You have opened 
To my astounded eyes. 
So much, O Lord, You have revealed 
Of temporal and eternal mysteries, 
So wide a scope of all Your Being 
And of Your Son, the King of Kings, 
That I sink beneath its glorious weight  
And, trembling with this knowledge, 
Despair of coping with such wisdom. 
This is too much for me. 
Like Job of old Your metanoia comes 
And makes me simple, humbles me 
To live within the wonder of it all. 
 
You know, dear Lord, the mystery 
Has gripped me since my natal eyes 
First saw this world of Yours— 
This vast creation of Your heart and will— 
And somehow sensed Your plan for it 
And all Your Family. Expanding time 
Encapsulates creative wisdom 
That makes all things celestial and terrestrial 
And places at the heart of it 
Your own beloved elect, dear family 
To occupy eternity as kings and priests,  
To serve and worship for ever. 
 
Within this quiet and solemn hour 
I sense the amazing gift 
Of all the truth my soul can take, 
My mind can contemplate 
And heart in trembling can receive. 
The miser ponders day and night 
The treasury that’s his. I ruminate 
On things eternal but I do not fear 
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To lose such treasure as a miser might 
Through fear and death’s despair. 
 
Forgive me, Lord, the dreams I had 
Of telling all to fellow man 
And to the vast following 
Of Father Adam. I surely thought 
They must have pondered also in the womb 
And in the newness of the natal day 
The things of You, and of Your Son 
And of the Spirit—Lord of life— 
And Your deep holiness 
That purifies the dross of soul 
And gives us eyes to see You whole 
And face you in this misery 
That we have made through sin, 
Through primal spurning of Your gifts 
And splendid glory innate made 
To fit us for eternity. 
 
Slow comes the dawn to me 
Who restless am with all this truth. 
I know a fragment of Your pain 
As You reveal Yourself to us 
Who will to only dimly see 
And scarcely bear to hear 
Celestial worship in the holy sphere 
And do not care 
To glimpse a sight of Thee. 
My heart bows down to you 
In given gratitude for sight bestowed 
And love made known 
As boundless mystery. 
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Suddenly, the Spirit Came 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

When the Spirit came 
He brooded over the years, gently, 
And by his wise alchemy of love 
Turned their leaden hours 
Into beauty and joy, 
Into the quality of eternity, 
Drawing their leaden metal 
Up into purest gold, 
And setting that past 
In permanent nature  
Of irreversible love 
So that, in this hour 
As I look back, nothing is dull, 
Nothing is base, 
Nothing is imperfect  
Under that alchemy of agape. 
 
A gentle tenderness pervades 
The present flowers, shrubs and trees, 
And the birds have celestial intimations 
As though of the pristine creation 
Deriving from the holy Hand 
And coming to their perfection 
With the creative thought and intention 
Of the Creator–God. 
 
The Spirit’s coming transforms 
That which seemed mundane— 
Albeit beautiful—into that reality 
Which was its primal essence 
And also its telos to come. 
This is the mind of the Spirit 
Making the mortal end 
To be made void of its mortality 
And its threat of decay. 
Here it is as though decay 
May never be; mortality 
But a tender slipping 
Into the eternal, the true. 
Thus the Spirit comes, and he is hope 
And he is love, fashioning 
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The new in the present moment. 
This alchemy is no false device 
Soon to be unmasked. 
It is the eternal reality 
He always purposed. O, for the tongue 
That can sing its glory, 
For the mind that can grasp  
Its ineffable beauty, 
Send forth the words, Spirit-given, 
That can sing the celestial song 
In this terrestrial world 
And goad with unspeakable joy 
To universal faith; 
As though the angelic myriads appeared 
And He—our beloved He— 
Should sing His melody over us, 
And croon His song of love 
Once muted on Golgotha’s Tree 
Yet sung as the Lark of heaven ascends 
And spills its silver notes and bars 
On to the now listening ears. 

The End Marriage 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

At the end of the age there is a Marriage, 
The final Marriage, 
The Marriage of the Bride and the Lamb. 
This will be the assurance 
That marriage in the present is real 
And some reflection of the Wedding to be— 
The ultimate and eternal union 
Of the Bride and the Lamb; 
The Marriage indissoluble. 
 
In the world that we know 
Or at least think we know— 
The mystery is great— 
Marriages are broken, 
A union shatters and is gone, 
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Though the pain forever lingers on. 
Often it does not lightly linger, 
But is death without death, 
And the sharp anguish is daily 
With the wrenching apart 
Of that which God once joined. 
 
In the New Age the union will last. 
It will be the forever union 
Because it commences with communion. 
The Great Day will be the fullest rejoicing  
That creation and all history 
Has ever known. Great joy 
Will come with the invitation 
To the Marriage Feast, 
And then greater joy 
In the full participation, 
We being the Bride, and He,  
The Bridegroom of the forever.  
 
In all marriages there is pain, 
Dreams undone, images cruel and vain 
That need His shattering. Marriages 
Need to be learned. Union is an art 
Founded on wholesome communion. 
Idolatry of the demanded fellowship 
Must give way to reality. The reality 
Is God shaping us to true communion 
Through the pain of false illusion 
Unmasked in the act of our best loving. 
 
There, in the final Marriage 
The pain for our fallenness will be gone. 
The loneliness sin brings will fade 
In the True Union, the taking up 
By God of our failed humanity, 
Shaping it into the living Bride 
Of the Living Lamb, the loving One 
Who gave himself for her. 
This security will be forever, 
Not only in the arms of the Divine Lover, 
But also in the unspeakable union 
Of the Divine Family: God is all. 
In Him we live and move 
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And presently have being. 
Then it will be true being— 
Man wedded to God, 
Our humanity taken up  
In the final and the eternal  
Love.  

 

The Little Is Enough 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The little is enough. 
All I have ever given 
Is but the little. 
If the little is not enough 
Then I have not given 
Enough. 
 
Time was, and sometimes is, 
I think I know the much 
And have given the same 
To those who seek the much 
And call for me to further give. 
I gave them what I thought was much. 
In reality it was the much 
Only against the little 
That others think to be the much. 
 
Time now is running out. 
The hourglass above 
Almost denuded of its sand, 
The new digital is flicking fast 
To the appointed goal. 
Much is seen 
In the glass darkly. 
It is this ‘seen’ I thought was much, 
And much it was in comparison 
To the little some do see,  
Believing it is the much 
For much it is to them. 
Let be! Our little is too much, 
Our much is all too little. 
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Have mercy Lord 
On Your deluded servant 
Who ranged all time 
And roved in mind 
Throughout Your vast eternity, 
Thinking his little to be much. 
Thinking the visions he had had 
Encapsulated the whole; 
Thinking on the edge of these ‘all things’ 
That he had privileged been 
To see as much and more 
Than all before him, and all, 
Who seeing also, 
Would come thereafter. 
 
How little I have given 
In quality and substance. 
How small my tiny pearl  
Against the Eternal Pearl 
Of holy Wisdom. How marginalised 
My excited perception 
In contrast to Your utter glory 
And the glory, coruscating 
And yet to come. 
Here on my imagined Everest 
I look beyond the daily ignorance 
Into the Divine mystery. 
That is enough! I do not ask 
To be You and who You are, 
But just to share the vista given, 
The knowledge and the fragment 
Of this divine unveiling. 
 
Oh Lord! My little is enough, 
Since I could tell no more 
Than You have shown. 
What matters that my telling 
Is but in a stammering 
And in a hesitant speech. 
The witness is enough  
That I have seen the glories 
Till all my tongue be tied, 
But all my heart be weeping. 
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You Are My Joy 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are my joy, O God. 
I sit quietly as the joy wells. 
I did not bid it come 
Nor shall I tell it, ‘Go!’. 
Your joy has come itself 
To be the silent, rising spring 
That waters the parched places. 
 
Father, these things I have said 
Are simple, commonplace. 
I desire that they 
Should amaze the readers,  
Hearers, the sore ones 
And the dull, despairing, 
As also the cynical. 
Somewhere in me 
I seek a device 
To cause the spring of joy 
To gush in them. 
In me I find it not. 
 
I try not: good news 
Is joy to the newsless 
Only when known beyond doubt. 
Beyond doubt, but in doubt 
Is the joylessness 
The human spirit knows 
Because of its sorrows. 
Some are sin-imposed— 
‘The Grey Eminence of Guilt’3— 
The unease of the loaded conscience 
Filled from its failure 
To know Him as Joy. 
That God rejoices over His works, 

                                           
3 The phrase is that of John Caroll, and the title of one of his books. 
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The beloved works of His hands, 
Is joyless news to the tired 
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And a weak taunt to the disillusioned. 
What joy of Man? The drug of guilt 
Wearies the world-weary 
So that none of the clouded minds 
Goes on his way rejoicing.  
 
They did: they went on their way, 
Sometimes leapt along it, 
Rejoicing, those 
Who came to know him 
As the master of their guilt, 
The bearer of their shame. 
Death drained away from the innermost 
Recesses of the dead heart. 
He took the sorrows, 
The guilt griefs, 
The taunting passions, 
The lethal disease 
That had found its way 
Like poison ivy through the mind, 
And cancer through the soul. 
Aware I am of this old coinage 
As though a bunch of cliches 
Had dragged themselves together, 
Tiredly 
To devise joy’s paean: 
But it’s the truth. 
 
You are my joy, O God. 
I sit quietly as the joy wells. 
I did not bid it come 
Nor shall I tell it, ‘Go!’. 
Your joy has come itself 
To be the silent, rising spring 
That waters the parched places. 
 
Dry hill out of dry city, 
Arid timber on the parched stones 
Promise no quenching 
Of the ancient thirst. 
Nought promises ought 
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Until the sorrows make descent, 
Until the griefs clog up 
The passages of life 

And he is poured 
Into the dust of death. 
His lethal action on that death 
Is death’s death, joy’s birth.  
In the derelict’s cry 
Is the first mewling 
Of the joy-born creature, 
The first of all to come 
And the fruit of Joy’s 
Eternal pregnancy. 
 
You are my joy, O God. 
I sit quietly as the joy wells. 
I did not bid it come, 
Nor shall I tell it, ‘Go!’. 
Your joy has come itself 
To be the silent, rising spring 
That waters the parched places. 
Spring becomes flood 
In the waters of Christ’s tears 
And his never-ceasing 
Sobbing 
Joy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Frightened 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Sometimes I am a frightened man, 
Haunted by the human race. 
I fear them for they are against me. 
They show their faces 
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Like hobgoblins and spiteful creatures, 
Pointing long fingers, gnarled nails and 
Setting about  
To scratch, tear, strangle, 
Grip and hurtle me down 
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Into some abyss.  
Only then will they relax, 
Momentarily. 
I am afraid of them, 
Of my own race, 
My own fellow humanity, 
Dreading their presence, 
Wondering at their  
Creation. 
 
I would be lost in disgust, 
Horror at humans, 
If I, too, had no such seasons. 
My mind is crafty (it thinks); 
More subtle (it presumes); 
I plot and plan; 
Also I have acids in my veins, 
And thoughts in my mind that burn 
With this human anger 
And rationalised rage. 
Yet being such, 
Or being similar, 
Is not justified. 
I cannot criticise that which I am like. 
Our clay is the same 
And crumbles 
To dusty mortality. 
Hatred gone or undiminished— 
‘Who knows?’ they ask with glee— 
We wonder that we were created. 
 
Whence came we? Why delight 
When a child is born 
Living and leaping? Why crow 
When the flesh comes new in itself 
And another of us is now here? 
We invent myths 
To explain the deficiencies. 
No need for this: 
We did not come in  
‘Trailing clouds of glory’. 
We came under the shadow 
Of the primeval father. 
He and his spouse 
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Dreamed of a liberty beyond God, 
A Deity beyond His, 
And reversed the image of the glory— 
Their own freely-given, freely-received 
Glory.  
 
The very best we take— 
We take of necessity— 
For our riot of analogy. 
Father, son, sister, brother, 
Lover, carer, friend most intimate 
And all the loving analogues. 
We put them against the hatred, 
Against the tearing talons and 
The bursting bombs—the cluster bombs 
And holocausting napalm. 
We have the answer in a closed 
Domestic love: God’s love. 
We love the analogues, 
But analogues can lie, 
Or half lie. They can be born of wish, 
For wish fulfilment. 
 
None dare use the analogue, 
Have dearest wishes 
Of embracing love, 
Unless it’s true 
That He is love. 
Love not the analogue; 
First find the homologue 
And then in homology 
Revive analogy. 
Between the analogue and the homologue 
Stands the reality—Him. 
Him enfleshed is the mystery, 
But revelation opens wide 
The truth of mystery, the mystery of truth. 
 
It is not all eyes of rage, 
Hearts of hate, 
Tongues of spite, 
Spitting of bitterness, 
Choking of throats, 
And glee in cluster bombs. 
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Man’s too Man for that, 
Even though less of Man than Man 
In that. 
God’s no slouch. 
Love’s no Mills and Boons’ invention. 
Love is all if God is Love. 
A cross still rides Man’s sky 
As stark but living proof 
That love’s the truth. 
 
My fear of Man is gone. 
It will come again 
In bursts and fevers, 
But the cool of whole reality 
Is that it lies. 
The burning moods are slaked 
In Love’s deep lake 
And Man’s response.  
 
My fear of me and them is gone 
In Love from Him, 
In love in Him, 
In love in me for Him, 
And love of me for You. 
You see, I saw inside the homologue 
When once I made it to His heart 
When He drew me. 

 

Laurel 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are my only love. 
You are closer than all others— 
All others whom I love, 
And those who love me. 
Whence came this love? 
It was born of you 
In your love for me. 
Yet beyond even you 
It came from Him 
Who is love Himself. 
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He, too, has a Bride. 
I meant to say 
I, too, have a Bride. 
For He has always had His Bride 
Before even the world began. 
Time was not with Him. 
In His heart 
She was born to Him 
Who for her sake 
Became Man, and lived, 
And living, died. 
His full love for her 
Won her wondering heart 
On Calvary’s hill. 
 
I am in Him 
And He in me. 
I, with all others, 
Am also His Bride, 
But this He did for me, 
He gave me His Bridegroom’s love 
To love you for ever. 
To love you where my mind, 
Lost in its loveless ego, 
Loved me more than others. 
 
I, too, have been to Calvary, 
First to curse and then to kiss. 
His love destroyed the ego, 
Bringing it to life again 
As the new self, lost in Him. 
Else I had never loved you 
With ought but ego love, 
Seeking you for myself 
And not for you. 
 
Each day His Calvary love kills 
Old ego that would rise. 
Each day His pristine love 
Repristinates my own 
Until I love afresh 
With Calvary love— 
God’s agape that grows 
Beyond romantic love 
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Which hides Man’s ego love: 
So does His love 
Love you, through me. 
 
This love’s a mystery. 
Daily the Marriage Feast 
Draws nearer in our time, 
But in our time delights to be 
As it one day will be 
In time’s full time. 
Now in our love the Feast is here 
And you love me 
As I love you 
With Calvary Bridal love. 
And ever will. 

I Died: I Died 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I dreamt I died that night, 
And all my grief 
Full coincided with His own. 
The thought, of course, is madness. 
One drop of His would 
More than destroy 
All that I have and am, 
And render me beyond the pale 
Of reconstruction. 
 
Of course, I died, 
And that’s the whole 
Of all I knew. Full grief 
Took me to depths  
From which is no recall. 
In the annihilation 
That grief Divine brings  
To a human being 
Is irreversible decease.  
A man cannot enter the Divine 
And feel His grief.  
Holiness is His love 
And not a man’s.  
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True God feels grief 
From His own holiness, 
But from it man feels death. 
 
And so I died. 
I died down to my depths, 
Disintegrating 
In the welter of the Love 
That, lone, knows grief; 
Not universal grief, 
Not grief en masse, 
But holy grief of love 
In intimacy with each 
Of whom it made, 
For that gone dark 
Within the essence of itself. 
 
I cannot tell the death— 
It was a long and depthful sleep— 
And when I woke I lived. 
I had been dead before I died 
But dying in His grief 
Did not destroy. The grief 
Destroyed the pain  
In all my filaments and fibres, 
And every granule wholly purged 
Rose to a coruscation 
Of sheer upholiness. 
His multi-coloured joyfulness 
Surged through my resurrection— 
Such coruscation! 
 
I did not long to sleep again, 
To die, to live again, 
To know fresh grief. 
I said my grief full coincided 
With all His own. I know not. 
I only knew the grief of love 
Purifies from death. I died, 
And now I live again 
Who never lived in truth 
Before. 
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Heartland of the Family 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Within the home of glory 
Before all time began 
The Father, Fount of Being, 
Begot His Holy Son, 
And from the Two the Spirit 
Proceeded and proceeds, 
And Three are One in fullness 
As One are Three in deeds. 
 
The Father—Love in essence— 
The Son, in Father’s love, 
Receives eternal glory, 
Eternal glory gives. 
The Spirit who is holy 
Is Spirit of all Love— 
The Spirit of the Father 
And Spirit of His Son. 
 
None looks to do His own thing, 
None looks to have His own, 
But turned to each, to others, 
In love the Three are One. 
In love create Their image; 
The living creature, Man, 
And set him in creation 
To fill all history’s span. 
 
Man’s race is holy family— 
The image of its God— 
For God in Man is holy 
And makes him of one blood. 
Man seeks to win his godhead, 
Deceived by serpent’s charm, 
And Man is orphaned wholly 
To his eternal harm. 
 
The lot of Man is lonely, 
The life of man is sad, 
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Bereft of full communion, 
That makes the spirit glad. 
He seeks to shape his idols 
Of metals and of wood 
Demands they be as fathers, 
These semblances of God. 
 
Christ, lonely on Golgotha, 
Is orphaned for the race, 
To bring back to the Father 
The children of His grace.  
He treads eternal darkness 
By power of His blood  
To bring the orphans homeward 
To join their Father, God. 
 
Praise be we’re not abandoned, 
Praise be we’re not alone. 
Praise be the Father’s called us 
Back to the holy home. 
In love we’re in the Father, 
In holiness we’re one 
With Son and Spirit glorious 
To full communion come. 

The Healing Judgments 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

We have not been knowing the voice of the Father, 
We have not been hearing the voice of His pain, 
We have not been knowing the heart of His loving; 
Our own have been sinning—yes—time and again. 
 
Long have we persisted in ways of rebellion; 
Unnaturally pressed in the ways of our loves; 
Love of our idols and love of our pleasures, 
Ignoring the grace that flows full from above. 
 
The work of the Cross is as nought in our thinking, 
The plan to redeem but a trifling thing, 
’Tis worship we worship, but not in the Spirit, 
’Tis love that we love, but not Him who is King. 
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Our hearts are so barren though we have such riches; 
Our riches are rags—not the raiment we claim; 
Our spirits are naked, yet flaunt we our hardness; 
Our wounds are so deep, but we say there’s no pain. 
 
His judgments that come are the judgments of mercy— 
The droughts and the famines the gifts of our God; 
The pain that we feel is to heal us from evil; 
The scourge in our spirits the blessing of God. 
 
The judgments of God now release us from judgments, 
The death of our dying to bring us to life; 
The pain of our idols will drive us to Jesus, 
To cry in the days and to weep in the nights. 
 
There’s balm in the hill of Calvary’s Gilead, 
There’s healing from pain in the Cross of His love, 
There’s pardon that heals us, and purifies wholly; 
There’s peace for the conscience which comes from above. 
 
The Father has healed the wounds of our sinning, 
Has clothed us with beauty—all brought by the Dove; 
The judgments are finished, ’tis joy until glory, 
’Tis grace upon grace, and is love upon love. 
 

The Blood That Binds 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Each day, they said, 
The old man went in the early dawn 
To the altar he had made— 
Deep in his heart the altar, 
Deep in his Spirit his God— 
And he offered the blood of the sacrifice, 
A victim for each son, 
An oblation for each daughter. 
Deep in his heart was the love 
That had bound him by blood, 
The blood of himself and wife, 
The effective blood of sacrifice, 
The gift of his God to return. 
‘It may be’, he said sadly, 
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‘That they have sinned against our God 
And cursed Him in their hearts, 
And the judgments will come upon them’. 
Nightly his prayers were his heart’s oblations 
And in the dawn the blood flowed. 
 
The other old man, ‘father of nations’, 
Ached for the same God, the great Creator— 
‘Maker of heaven and earth’— 
And he offered sacrifices, 
The son of his age, the beloved Isaac, 
And the beloved wife, Sarah— 
‘Mother, with him of the same nations’— 
And he knew the hearts of his beloved 
To be sound before the God of covenant. 
Then came the word, ‘Offer up your son, 
Son of your blood, son of your love, 
A costly sacrifice to me 
Whom you must surely love’. 
On the Holy Mount of Moriah 
The sacrifice was offered; 
Stone unto its stone, stone upon stone, 
Wood upon stone, beloved flesh 
Upon stone and wood, the heartful hope 
That the lad would come again, 
But with the hope the raised knife, 
The lethal steel, the final plunge 
Until the voice cried, ‘Stay! 
Hurt not the lad. Your love is bared 
Even to your own eyes and heart, 
Your love for Me who, too, will give His Son 
For the sins of the world’. 
 
Long ago the same Lord had passed 
Through the severed beasts of the covenant, 
A ‘horror of darkness’ and a burning lamp 
That cut the eternal covenant, afresh. 
The living image had remained, 
And Mt Moriah blazed anew with eternal love— 
The binding of the blood. 
 
Come fellow men and women, 
Come all the wider world, 
Come with wonder and anger, 
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Come with hatred and vituperation, 
Come with sorrow of tears, 
Come with strange revelation 
Of Golgotha’s dripping gouts, 
Come where traitor man 
And the serpentine creature 
Of ancient deception and seduction 
Gathers his fouled brood to annihilate 
The one whose blood will be drained 
To death’s last drop. 
Come! 
 
Come, but the silence will kill 
The triumph of evil. The blood that flows 
Is the power of the living God, 
The love of the living Son, 
The substance of the Holy Spirit 
To bind unto God and for ever 
The people of the covenant. 
There at Golgotha we see 
The covenant of the primal act, 
Of the creation of all things, 
The covenant of God that contains 
Man in his story of innocence, 
Man in his fall, in violence, 
In Flood and the great drying, 
In the renewed beat 
Of creation’s heart-beat, 
The rhythm of the seasons,  
Heart-beat upon heart-beat 
As the sacrifice is made— 
Blood of the renewed covenant. 
 
In the ultimate, the great bow is spread— 
Canopy to the Eternal Throne— 
The amethyst of covenant beauty, 
The Eternal One Himself. 
Before Him is the lake 
Of His rest’s eternal peace, 
The serenity of tranquillity 
Which is the fruit of the Cross 
And the joy of resurrection, 
The renewed people of His promise 
Who worship in utter joy 
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In robes made white by the blood 
And who are hand in hand 
With the loving Shepherd. 
 
How filled our hearts with the wonder! 
How deep the ocean of our love! 
How flowing with the living worship 
Of the beloved Father, 
The blood-binding Son, 
And the Eternal Spirit of the Eternal giving,  
The Triune God of the everlasting covenant! 

 
 
 
 
 

Who Is This Maid? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Who is this beauteous maid 
Who on me doth stare, 
As I on her, here dark 
But in her real but fair, 
And fairer than the sun that shines 
Because I know this maid is mine? 
 
In her strong eyes and rounded face 
She stares the world as though it were her place 
And makes a mystery slip into my soul 
As though in her I, one, am whole, 
And we together know a place 
In which her secret coruscates. 
 
She is my mother, this the girl; 
She is not wed; will be; the pearls 
Cling to her youthful neck and lie 
And round the throat where hair unfurls 
Like a fair banner waving out 
To where my father gives his shout 
Of joyous love, hastening a whit 
To have his lover for life’s bit. 
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He never can believe that she is his 
And jealous stays lest others live 
To woo her from his stormy side 
In jealousy. She is his bride 
And never he forgets, this piece 
Of immortal photo he retains 
Into his wallet side; his bride 
Must only his in beauty be 
When youth’s strong glory flees 
Though never from his eyes. 
 
He only sees her as she was 
For as she was, so now is she, 
For this for ever she must be. 
His and her children are his pride 
All nine that vie for love’s full view, 
And she must share a mother’s love 
With him who is our father true, 
Yet lover full before his love 
Exalts us to his father-trove. 
 
This photo of her yester year 
Comes living to me: I was seer 
But now am child—all age undone— 
To view as decades quickly run 
Until her youth confronts my age 
Who from her wisdom makes me sage, 
Until the ages melt in joy 
And make me once again the little boy 
To whom she wisdom taught. 
 
Whence comes her wisdom? 
 
Her a child with look so strong 
And never mild, her longings long, 
She bears within her, dreams 
From that great Source, the streams 
That nightly flow into her mind 
And in the morning are the kind 
That birth her children, make her sage 
To bear them with her to the age 
When they will wisdom know. 
 
Words fail: I live anew. 
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She never had a shrine in me 
And saved me from idolatry, 
Yet now to her full worth I give  
Who was the source of how I live.  
Her stormy spouse gave of his trove, 
Yet most he drew from her strong love. 
 
I rise, a lion who prowls his den, 
Who roars his praise unto all men, 
And dares them with him disagree 
That he has found in true beauty 
His mother young before she bears 
The family in which he shares 
Her gifts for life. He weeps with joy 
To know she bore him, made a boy 
Into a dreamer-man. Her love 
Has lifted him above the span 
In which most others dwell.  
Another world to him she gave 
In which he lives: beyond her grave 
They are for ever one. 
 
Dear God! You made the mystery 
When she was given to them and me. 

 
 
The poem was evoked by seeing a photograph of my mother when she was about 17 years of 
age. I had not seen my mother when young and now I could look back on a girl who was 
not only beautiful but strong as she was vivid with life, and with something she was seeing 
beyond herself. So the poem grew, as also the essay that is in my mind. It is difficult to 
explain, but all her being my father’s wife, my mother and the mother of us nine children, 
suddenly took on amazing reality and a special understanding. The photograph shows her 
as dark-featured, with black hair, but in fact she was Celtic, with fair hair. I had just been 
reading John Donne’s ‘Holy Sonnets’ and something of their lilt was still in me, which may 
explain—if not excuse—the irregularity of the verse form.  
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Lord, Grant Me 

 _______________________    

Lord, grant me just one longing plea 
That I in passion make to thee, 
Let me like other saints of old 
Tell all I know as they had told. 
You gave them riches from Your breast 
And never let their spirits rest 
Till they had shared what You had given 
From out the Rock that You had riven, 
Where waters flowed into a flood 
To show the mystery of Your blood. 
 
In Him—the Christ—all wisdom is, 
The treasures by which Man must live, 
Without these riches he is poor 
Who has no single thing to store 
Against that judgment day, for more 
Is needed of eternal wealth 
Who stole God’s holiness by stealth 
To add unto his own. Bereft, 
Naked, at last, with nothing left, 
He stands before the holy God 
Who sanctifies with blessed blood 
When suppliants come and suppliants plead 
Before the One who for them bleeds. 
I know the mystery, know it full 
And I the round world do wish to tell. 
 
Dear Father, in the restless night 
You come to stir with love’s strong blight 
Until my soul is sick with sin 
Yet I am clean and pure within. 
You take away the veil that men 
Might see Your loveliness again, 
And fall in love with beauty fair 
And swoon with joy within the air, 
To which you bring your faltering race 
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That they might see Your holy face 
As all must long to do or die, 
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To live dread dereliction’s lie, 
Where nothing lives again. 
Oh, come, Immanuel to dwell 
Within our present living hell; 
Enlarge the wraiths until they live 
Within the Spirit that You give. 
 
Dear Father hear my longing plea 
You give of wisdom unto me 
Until I flow in oceans wide 
And rise with passionate kingly tide 
To flood the hearts of men. 
No wisdom’s mine, no tiny jot 
Of mine is in this holy lot. 
But I am in their debt—all men 
I would repay, for one with them 
I sinned in Adam, sinned in Eve, 
I did not care to scarce believe 
That You had given us life. 
I dare not dwell upon this sin, 
On all the evil then within 
But cleansed on Calvary’s Tree. 
This grace for me I’ve come to know; 
Make me like rivers full to flow 
The holy Truth. Make me for men 
A holy, happy hierophant 
Your wines of wisdom to decant 
Until the blazing beauty grows 
’Cross skies that with Your glory glow 
And Man with life is full again; 
The cavalcade across the plain 
Moves to its Home where Three are One— 
The Father, Spirit and the Son— 
And we are caught into the Three 
To be as one eternally. 
 
Dear Father, Son and Holy Dove,  
Hear full my plea, Thou whom I love. 
Give me just time to tell it all, 
Then let this oak, now ancient, fall 
In death and life before Thy Face, 
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And come to its eternal place. 
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